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Looking at the Cloud from Both Sides Now:

The Cloud’s Impact on
Resellers and Their Customers
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doubt that many would argue
that two of the hottest trends
sweeping the office technology industry of late are mobility
and the cloud. Little wonder
because they go hand in hand.
The two big questions circulating through the dealer community
about selling cloud-based solutions and services is how to make
money off the cloud, and to a
lesser extent, what exactly is being
sold here?
The response to the latter
might depend on whom you ask.
One may say it’s a component of
Managed IT Services, another may
label it as a cloud-based document management or workflow
solution such as those offered
by a DocuWare, Protected Trust
(formerly DocuLex), or Square 9,
or even Sharp’s new cloud offering. Then there’s power protection companies such as Innovolt
with its Innovolt-as-a-Service
electronics management solution.
The thing is, they’re all right
because the cloud has become
increasingly pervasive and we’re
likely barely scraping the surface
with these examples.
Right or wrong, not everybody in the dealer community is
gung ho about the cloud, mostly
because it’s new, unproven, and
the rewards still somewhat
unclear. Last month, Darren Metz,
CEO of NovaCopy mentioned
in ENX’s Dealer Spotlight interview about the cloud computing
company he founded in 1997. “It
was a failure and I lost a fortune
on it,” recalls Metz who acknowledges that the cloud is definitely
having more of an impact today.
“The question becomes how do
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I make money and how am I
relevant to it?”
At Woodhull, LLC in
Springboro, OH, President Susie
Woodhull has found the concept
of mobility and the cloud increasingly relevant within her organization, at least as a topic of general discussion. “It seems like it’s
going to be very important. When
we have sales meetings our reps
are always talking about this free
app that allows you to print from
mobile devices.”
As a Ricoh dealer, Woodhull
references Ricoh’s Integrated
Cloud Environment (ICE), an
interface that
connects mobile
workers to cloud
services for document storage,
management, and
printing using
Ricoh MFPs. ICE
Susie Woodhull
Woodhull, LLC
offers connectors
for 16 cloud services, including
Google Drive, Ricoh DocumentMall, Dropbox, and Evernote. One
might argue that an app like this
is more of a value add as opposed
to a revenue generator. Either or
we’re still talking about the cloud.
Konica Minolta’s All Covered
network sits squarely at the forefront of what’s happening in the
cloud from an IT Services perspective. Nick Pegley, VP of marketing for All Covered, feels
what’s happening in the customer
environment, particularly SMB,
is a harbinger of a bright future
for cloud-based solutions. Let’s
look at a couple of his reasons
why SMBs, a sweet spot for the
average office technology dealer,
might find the cloud attractive.
We Saw It In ENX Magazine

“You can get out of the game
of having to justify a lot of hardware to run your business,”
explains Pegley.
“Every three
or four years
SMBs have to
buy new servers
for their company and these are
expensive and
Nick Pegley
require a lot of
All Covered
maintenance.
If you go to a cloud-based service, that becomes a monthly cost
for your business and is also flexible. As your business grows or
shrinks, you can adjust, something
you can’t do with your own hardware. That’s one of the main
reasons clients are looking at the
cloud.”
Another reason for the cloud’s
appeal to SMBs is the protection
and security they receive from
business data being stored in the
cloud as opposed to being on a
server where someone might
forget to run a backup or neglect
to store the backup in a safe place
off site.
With interest in the cloud
gaining momentum, All Covered
has been helping Konica Minolta
dealers bring their clients into
the cloud.
“We’ve built a cloud environment around some high end data
centers and equipment and packaged them at an SMB type price
point,” states Pegley. “The capabilities are there for the dealer
to resell that monthly recurring
cloud service without having to
build the infrastructure and provide support for it.”
continued on page 22
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The Cloud’s Impact
Asked about the margins from selling
cloud-based services, he feels the margins are good, particularly when one considers the All Covered approach doesn’t
require a capital investment. “It’s just
straight resale,” says Pegley. “I don’t
have exact numbers, but when you look
at the cost of getting into this business,
it’s low. We’re providing infrastructure
and support and they’re able to represent
and sell those solutions to their customers and package it with other things.
A typical cloud deployment for an SMB
is going to be somewhere between
$1,000 and $2,000 a month.”
Plus every month the dealer is going to
enjoy that recurring revenue. “Multiply
that by 12 months a year over four or
five years and that’s a significant uptick
in revenue,” says Pegley. “And that’s just
one client; imagine if you had 50 clients.”
If you ask Vince Janelli, associate
director, applications
& partners for Sharp
Imaging and Information
Company of America,
about how a dealership
can leverage the cloud,
he’ll talk about Sharp’s
Cloud Portal Office, a
Vince Janelli
new software solution
Sharp Imaging
designed for mobile
workers where companies need to share
information while maintaining control
and security over their documents.
A simpler way of describing it is that
it’s a combination document management and collaboration application. “It
allows the dealer to provide a multifaceted value package, if you will, to their
customers,” explains Janelli. “We built
this for the channel, a channel that sells
to businesses so it’s really built for B2B.”
What makes Cloud Portal different
from other cloud-based solutions according to Janelli is its versatility. It allows
users to add hard copy documents into
the same repository as electronic data,
providing them with the same benefits,
collaboration for instance, as if working
with electronic data.
“We have a front end via OSA that’s
hosted in the cloud and you can scan in
or pull print from the device, and there’s
a capability to add meta data or an index
22
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Samsung Previews Cloud-Based Offerings
Another vendor that will shortly be taking off into the cloud is Samsung who previewed a
secure cloud printing solution called Samsung Cloud Print app and two printers with “touchto-print” NFC (Near Field Communications) mobile printing in March at the CeBIT 2014 Expo
in Hannover, Germany.
The app is targeted at SMBs and is designed for mobile printing in and out of the office.
It’s designed to work with Samsung NFC-enabled printers, which currently consist of
Samsung Xpress-brand printers.
The Samsung Cloud Print app can be used to pair (connect) to up to 20 Samsung NFC
printers simultaneously – the user chooses which printer to print to, and/or to send scheduled print jobs to. The app also allows users to automatically register other users for printing
using the smartphone’s phone number.
Samsung claims that this cloud-printing solution is more secure compared to competitive
solutions. The app encrypts user data sent from the mobile device to and from the printer
with the help of Samsung’s Knox security service that has been updated with “enhanced
security.” The mobile device doesn’t have to be Knox-compatible; Samsung KNOX is an
Android-based solution specifically designed to enhance security of the current open-source
Android platform. The app also provides device and toner and paper status.
For the Android OS, Cloud Print app will be available in June 2014, while the Apple iOS
app will launch in the second half of the year. Samsung will also make the app for Microsoft
Windows Phones. The Cloud Print app for Android will be available at the Google Play Store
as well as at the Samsung Apps store.
field to the document, which is the basics
of document storage,” explains Janelli.
Another difference from other cloudbased solutions is Cloud Portal’s integration with Sharp’s Aquos boards. “Our
Aquos board connector allows someone
to walk into a meeting room and not
have to worry about bringing a laptop;
they can access their information directly
from the cloud,” states Janelli.
This is the first service of a broader
cloud strategy for Sharp, which also
includes Cloud Portal license manager,
which is designed to support multiple
services. Cloud Portal Office is sold by
dealers via term licenses, which are more
like a monthly subscription. There’s a
dealer price and an estimated street price,
which is approximately $9.95. There are
price breaks when adding more users.
In the basic version, each user receives
10GB of storage. There’s also 10GB
and a 50GB upgrade options at $4.99
and $14.99, respectively.
It’s not just the large OEMs who are
taking the cloud seriously. Even smaller
players such as Muratec and Lexmark
are looking at ways to help their dealers
leverage the cloud. Besides being a
DocuWare partner on the enterprise side
of document management and cloud storage, Muratec entered into a partnership
with Intellinetics earlier this year to sell
a cloud-based document management
solution for SMBs to its dealer channel.
We Saw It In ENX Magazine

“They may have software today that
addresses the enterprise or larger businesses; however, the price point of that
software is too high for a lot of customers
and they’ve had to walk away from business,” observes Lou Stricklin, vice president of marketing. “We
see opportunities on the
cloud side where you
don’t have the infrastructure requirements
of a dedicated server
and licenses. The ability
to offer a virtual soluLou Stricklin
tion for document manMuratec
agement can bring the
cost down and make it a solution that
dealers can target 90 percent of their
customer base with.”
Asked if dealers can realize decent
margins by selling a cloud solution,
Stricklin says, “Absolutely. The beauty
of the Intellinetics solution is that it fits
the dealer’s traditional business model.”
This is a small device that sits in the
customer’s facility and communicates
between the customer’s network and
the cloud.
“It’s preconfigured, the dealer sells it and
installs it, and it’s a one-time payment,”
says Stricklin. “Let’s say they sell it for
$3,000, it’s sold like a finisher or an option;
it’s a checkbox that can be bundled into a
lease. The sales rep can make money up
continued on page 24
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front and the dealer makes a little profit.
Then, the actual document storage in
the cloud is sold as a consumable so for
every gigabyte of space the customer
uses they’re going to be paying a monthly fee for that storage. It’s almost like
you have your cost every time you hit the
file print, now every time you scan your
document and it goes up into the cloud,
it’s eating up some of the storage and
there’s a cost associated with that.”
Meanwhile, Lexmark views the cloud
as an enabling platform for partners driving a higher-value set of solutions to its
customers.
“Cloud-based solutions will provide
partners with a more efficient deployment and customer maintenance experience, by significantly reducing or eliminating the premise-based implementation
aspects of installation and setup,” notes
Doug Frazier, manager, solutions engagement, North American Channel, Lexmark
International, Inc. “This efficiency allows
opportunities for partners to drive more
24
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placements at a lower cost basis, resulting
in higher overall margin all while further
strengthening the strategic relationships
with their customers."
From his perspective,
Frazier thinks small and
mid-size customers view
cloud solutions as a path
to ‘hands-off’ or simple
to keep up with; translating in less resources
needed to accomplish a
Doug Frazier
specific goal or resolve
Lexmark
a workflow issue.

What’s next?
Even though much of the dealer channel is
still looking to gain a foothold in the cloud,
Stricklin has no doubt that it is gaining
momentum in the channel. He likens it to
MPS and Managed IT, which have taken
time and are still taking time for dealers
to embrace. “Based on initial conversations with dealers, the feedback is very
positive,” says an optimistic Stricklin.
We Saw It In ENX Magazine

All Covered’s Pegley is equally optimistic. “It’s going to grow quickly this
year as it did last summer when it moved
from being a discussion topic with clients
to something they’re ready to engage
around. A year from now, it’s no longer
[going to be considered] leading edge, it
will be mainstream for general business.”
He foresees other changes too. “The
next level of sophistication is going to be
around a broader range of services in the
cloud, in particular vertical specializations,” predicts Pegley. “Moving to the
cloud is a little different if you’re a doctor’s practice, a law firm, or a manufacturing company. Right now people are
looking at it fairly generically, but we
know there are dealers that specialize
in certain verticals and we’re doing more
of that in the core part of our business.
In a year’s time there will be people
specializing in cloud environments for
particular verticals. That will be the
next big phase.” ✦
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Managed Services

Building A Successful Managed Services Business
Part 4 of a 6 Part Series

Designing a Winning
Sales Team Model

T

hroughout this series, I
have continually emphasized that each phase of
development for your company’s
future must be rooted and
aligned to your key business
objectives and market strategy.
This is absolutely true for
designing a proper sales team
model. Sales organizations of
today are not unlike those of the
80’s or 90’s, where their entire
strategy is to place an outside
sales rep on a piece of real estate
with the assumption that more
reps mean more sales. Seldom
do organizations do much more
than that, however. It’s hard
enough to find one that has built
out a plan, much less find continuity between their company’s
key business objectives and the
design of their current sales
team model.
So what is the formula for creating the right sales team model,
and how do you ensure you’ve
built one that will deliver sales?
This illustration shares my
belief in how the right sales
team model is created. Its design
begins back at the key business
objectives and market strategy
stages. Add to that a very thorough marketing execution plan,
and designing the right sales
team model becomes a no brainer.

The Formula For Designing
The Right Sales Team Model

There are many starting points
and timelines when a company
decides to rework their market
strategies. Some argue you can
keep an existing sales team and
mold a new market strategy
around them. I believe keeping
the wrong sales reps and pushing them into a new direction
seldom works. In most of my
engagements, I find 60 to 80
percent of the existing sales
reps are already failing (for
many reasons). Take the time
to design and build a successful
sales team model with the right
team members onboard.
Let’s take a look at some
issues that typically fail to
deliver the best possible sales
results when the wrong team
model is in play.

The Right Person for
the Job
Take a long, hard look at your
sales leader to ensure he or she
truly has the ability to guide
your company into the future.
I find many sales organizations
headed nowhere because of the
lack of appropriate leadership.
As with everything else, your
sales leader’s skillset and capability must align with your
KBOs and market strategy. One
fatal mistake I often see, usually
in a medium to small dealership,
is when the dealer principal
promotes their best sales rep to
the sales leadership role without
properly vetting their skillset,
including the ability to manage
others. While there are many
reasons for doing this, one of

the most prominent I see is
trying to keep their top sales
rep from leaving the company;
they believe a promotion is the
answer. The problem is that the
sales rep’s focus becomes distracted with leadership responsibilities, and their sales results
will likely be affected.
I’m often asked, “What is the
proper profile or qualifications
for a top-shelf sales leader?” The
obvious answer is someone who
can completely and successfully
secure or capture the company’s
monthly and yearly sales budget
without having to lean on anyone else – someone with a
proven history of successful
sales leadership. Did you get
that? A proven history of successfully managing a sales
organization to success!
It’s important to build the right
profile and compensation plan to
attract higher quality candidates.
Once they’re onboard, deliver
your vision, business objectives,
and market strategy, and let
them execute. Set up a complete
understanding of how you’ll
measure their success and how
they’ll be held accountable for
the results. If you’ve hired the
right person, this will allow you
to work “on the business” while
they handle the daily pressures
of driving successful sales
attainment. One thing is for sure,
a successful sales leader is hard
to find and most are already
employed, earning a great living,
so an attractive compensation
and upside program is needed
to get their attention. You won’t
continued on 28
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Winning Sales Team Model
attract anyone with weak offers, and the
value for your company will be ten-fold
if you get the right person. Prepare an
offer that interests high-talent candidates.
There is so much wasted payroll in
today’s sales organizations—I typically
find all of the money needed to build the
appropriate hiring package for a proper
sales leader. It’s not uncommon for a high
quality sales leader candidate to want a
piece of the company as well. Think of
that old saying: “100% of nothing is
nothing, but 90% of something valuable
is a great thing!” Hiring less than the
best is a waste of money and slows the
ultimate growth of the company.

Streamline Your Sales
Team Model
When building a proper sales team
model, define the attributes and results
that you want the team model to deliver.
Look at the differences in these two models. Based on the way they’re structured,
the strength and affordability of the new
sales team model becomes clear. In the
traditional sales team model, it’s obvious
the sales leader would be divided by 7
different relationships and must engage,
nurture, and manage each of them differently. Additionally, there are 7 different
sales funnels to manage. If the typical
ratios exist, each individual’s forecast
skillset and accuracy will be all over the
board and will probably carry less than 30
percent overall forecast accuracy. There
won’t be enough existing business or lease
renewals to give to everyone, so they’ll
be on their own and most won’t survive.
My research shares that the average
dealer will waste 8 months (minimum)
of payroll trying to nurture a single rep
to success. What’s 8 months of payroll

Traditional Sales
Team Model
28
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times 7 reps equal? A LOT of money!
This team model is based on one rep
per territory (real estate) or one rep on a
named account list, and the two choices
the sales leader has are:
1. Train and nurture those who are
failing. (An extreme distraction and
a great amount of time)
2. Replace failing reps, which then starts
the cycle over again. (Remember
there’s not enough existing business
to share)
So how do you fix this? This new
sales team model isn’t magic, it simply
takes into consideration all of the failure
points that the traditional model has and
eliminates them. Its design delivers better
results because it’s more manageable, and
the manager can stay focused on the sales
funnel versus individual development.
To give you a good understanding of
how this works, let’s identify a few of
the attributes that would repair the points
of failure of the traditional sales team
model. (Not in any particular order):
Attribute 1 – Protect the account base
and increase client retention – I’m told
often that “my account base is under
attack,” and yet, when I look at the traditional sales team model and the compensation plans that go with it, sales reps
are not paid to manage accounts, they’re
paid to find new opportunities and renew
leases (if they have any). I believe this
is a significant disconnect, and it’s not
addressed by placing admin staff to manage your accounts and best client relationships! This is a sales function and is
best addressed by creating a sales position compensated on client retention and
longevity. There should also be a requirement to convert a certain percentage of
business to managed services throughout
the year.
In the picture, the female sales rep
standing on the right holds the position
of “Account Retention Sales Rep.” She
is completely responsible for the entire
account base and all of the lease renewals
(or whatever number of accounts would
be reasonable) and driving the account
retention and transformation process into
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New Sales
Team Model
the base. All lease renewals are now hers,
and I have a great compensation plan that
drives her income toward the key business
objective for retaining and transforming
the account base. Refer to the sidebar on
Compensation Model and email me if
you would like to chat about it.
Attribute 2 – Grow the business –
When I lift the hood and review growth
trends, I typically find a fair amount of
business shrinkage going on, even when
reps renew existing leases and client relationships. One of the strongest attributes
you’ll need from your new sales team
model is someone who’s completely dedicated to the growth of the company. In
the new sales team model picture, the
gentleman standing on the left holds the
position of “New Market Growth Sales
Rep” and is completely responsible for
growth and new business. He only earns
income from new inbound accounts. This
in itself is not a new thought; however,
he has a business development team (2
of the 3 people at the desk) behind him
that spends 16 hours a day (between 2
Business Development Reps) setting up
C-Level first time appointments for him.
He becomes a master at presenting and
winning new business.
Additionally – I would augment these
two BDRs with a guaranteed C-Level
appointment setting service to ensure that
proper momentum is achieved for the
front end of your business. I would keep
this service versus hiring another rep
until I overwhelmed this team and had to
add help. There is nothing like the energy
of a sales team that is working hard and
making lots of money; you won’t be able
to stop them! Remember their compensation plan is built and aligned with the
KBO’s and never pays for “same ole,
same ole” sales activity or results.
continued on 28
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Winning Sales Team Model
Attribute 3 – Forecast Accuracy –
Because the sales leader (standing in the
front of the picture) isn’t divided by 7
reps, and he or she is really only managing two sales pipelines (new business and
existing business), there is more time to
ensure opportunities are built with the
correct strategies and that their forecast is
accurate. Business owners LOVE THIS,
and I’ve seen forecast accuracy percentage move from below 15% to over 70%
accuracy. Isn’t that what it’s all about?
On the front side, the sales leader manages the business development team to
ensure enough appointments are set with
the appropriate targets. Guys, it’s a numbers game. After that, how many appointments drive how many deals? Manage
and adjust!
Attribute 4 – Communication – In
the traditional sales team model, almost
everyone is unfocused and extremely
busy in a chaotic execution of so-called
sales activity. The sales leader is so busy
with non-sales activity there is little time
left to develop a solid process for nonstop
communication to the marketplace and
account base. The gentleman sitting at the
desk on the right side in the picture of
the new sales team model is our Communications & Campaign Director. His sole
purpose eight hours a day is to strategize,
design, and dispatch communication out-

bound and to offer support to sales positions. Funnelmaker.com is a highly recommended tool for this purpose. When
your company’s communication shares
solutions that help your clients’ companies, even when you’re not selling them
something, they’ll remember and appreciate it, especially with an engaged
account retention sales rep loving
them to renewal!
Attribute 5 – Balance – When I
interview most dealer principals, their
requests are usually focused and tend
to surround the topics of growing their
company and retaining accounts.
Obviously, the company must deliver
valuable products and services to the
marketplace, but once that’s established
one has to assure themselves that the
design of their sales team model delivers
both the growth and retention results
needed for success. Throughout this

Compensation Plan
Let me include a quick note and some framework around the type of compensation that drives
this team model. Understand that all of these positions receive a base salary—remember we
can hire better team members because we got rid of the failing rep’s payroll. The Account
Retention Sales Reps receives commission on all of the lease & contract renewals and carries
a responsibility to convert a certain percentage of business to managed services. And their
compensation is paid and rides on the attainment value for that conversion.
The New Business Rep also draws a base salary and is compensated on a contract value or
total revenue compensation plan which should be complemented with a residual commission
bonus plan paid out each quarter based on sales attainment. They receive full commission
based on their own funnel development and less when augmented or outsourced services
generate their appointments.
The Business Development Reps are paid a base salary and a monthly commission for
approved appointments set. They should also receive a commission bonus when certain
thresholds are reached, remembering that their only job is to set an appointment with the
CFO. Eight hours a day!
The Campaigns Director receives a base salary and a commission bonus based on leads
generated through their track-able email campaign analysis.
The Sales Manager is obviously paid a salary and would receive their upside or bonus based
on the team’s sales attainment.

30
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entire series, I believe you’ve heard me
reference your business objectives and
market strategy. I tie everything back to
those foundational components because
in most engagements, they are completely non-existent. When you drive that purpose through a well-designed sales team
model, you’ll experience what I call that
“once in a lifetime growth experience,”
and that alone will absolutely make your
company stand ahead of competitors.
I assure you that the new sales team
model displayed in the second illustration delivers much more non-stop opportunity to your company than the 7 individual reps shown in the first illustration.
That is exactly where you want your
sales reps spending their time - at bat
versus walking to and from the dugout.
As everyone knows, it’s a bunch of “at
bat” events that drive the batting average!
Build your team model to keep your
sales team out of the dugout, and instead,
at home plate swinging the bat! ✦
Charles Lamb is the President and CEO of
Mps&it Sales Consulting. His firm delivers proven methodologies and processes
that assist dealer principals seeking the
shortest path to a successful transformation into the managed services space. He's
created complementary solutions including Funnelmaker, Gatekeeper, and Shield
IT services. His bootcamps demonstrate
immediate results in raising the skill set
of those wanting a foundation for selling
managed service deliverables. For information on bootcamps, training, or consulting engagements call 888.823.0006,
e-mail him at clamb@mpsandit.com,
or visit www.mpsandit.com.
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Business Profile

Q2
the Go-To Partner for Quality Products and Service

I
Q2 offers an
extensive line
of high quality
compatible parts
and supplies for:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Brother
Canon
Copystar
Dell
Gestetner
Hewlett Packard
Konica Minolta
Kyocera
Lanier
Lexmark
Muratec
Oce
Panasonic
Ricoh
Samsung
Savin
Sharp
Toshiba
Xerox

n 2007, Q2 was formed with
the primary goal of offering
Independent BTA Channel
dealers a superior option for parts
and suppliers. Until then, dealers
had the choice of purchasing
from higher priced and less flexible OEMs, or from aftermarket
distributors with limited product
offerings and flexibility. Fast forward 7 years and Q2 has proven
their superior ability to help dealers maximize their profitability
by providing parts and supplies
in a quick, cost effective, user
friendly and professional manner.
Q2 is the perfect partner for MPS
dealers who face the challenge
of supporting a wide variety of
equipment. Instead of purchasing
their parts and supplies from a
multitude of distributors or faceless websites, MPS dealers can
turn to Q2 for immediate access
to high-quality, ready-to-ship
parts and supplies. In doing so,
dealers are able to maximize their
profitability and enjoy outstanding customer service from Q2.
Q2 blends old-fashioned,
hands-on experience with stateof-the-art, earth-friendly products
to be a true partner with their
independent dealers. Co-founding

Joe Steinberg, Jane O’Brien and Neal Becker
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partner Jane O’Brien’s experience
in sales, customer service, and
operations enables her to understand and support the operational
side of Q2 in addition to the sales
and customer service needs of
Q2’s rapidly growing base of
loyal and satisfied customers.
Jane explains, “Q2 doesn’t do
anything fancy, but we execute
very well. The extensive experience of every Q2 employee
enables us to truly help our customers. Many of our employees
have worked for office equipment
dealers, which help them understand the needs of our customers.
Going the extra mile is the standard. Our customer service reps
are ready and able to answer
questions, provide part numbers,
manage special order requests, or
suggest a lower cost alternative
solution.”
The Q2 website offers
an online catalog with many
“Product Search” options, which
enables users to quickly scan
dozens of manufacturers, hundreds of models, and thousands
of OEM part names and numbers.
This intuitive, easy to use feature
allows simplified online ordering,
thus saving customers time
and money.
We Saw It In ENX Magazine

The Q2 online catalog and
pricing is password protected.
Dealers can quickly sign up and
receive their own password for
access to confidential pricing.
This protects the dealers, as enduser customers cannot access
Q2’s confidential product offering and pricing.
The Q2 website also offers an
“Order History” feature which
allows customers to quickly see
current shipment status, tracking
information, order confirmations
and product ETAs. Customers
can also easily re-order items
they order on a regular basis.
Neal Becker, another co-founding partner, explains the Q2 philosophy. “We began with long
term industry professionals who
have an extensive knowledge of
the dealer community’s needs.
We are able to pick and choose
the most reliable and technically
proficient blend of North American and overseas manufacturers
to provide the most sought
after office equipment parts
and supplies.”
Neal continues, “At Q2, we
know this industry, and we know
how important it is to listen to
our customers. We know that our
continued on 34

Your HP Source
Fuser Units and Maintenance Kits
Q2 offers a full line of remanufactured HP Fuser Units
and Maintenance Kits with a one year warranty and no
charge return label.

TAA Compliant Toner Cartridges
At Q2, our TAA Compliant cartridges, in black and color,
are OEM equivalent in quality and performance. Jumbo
and MICR alternatives. Free shipping on orders of
$200 or more.

Remanufactured Toner Cartridges
quality low cost alternative remanufactured toner
cartridges. Free shipping on orders of $200 or more.

www.Q2Products.com
1-888-826-2576
custsvc@q2products.com
Q2 supports the Wounded Warrior Project.
Ask your Sales Representative for details!
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Q2

John Hessburg

success will be determined by how well
we help our customers. We work diligently to provide for the sourcing and
effective delivery of value added, affordable products. We are committed to
helping dealers by giving them more
options to save money, remain competitive, and survive today’s challenges.”
The following “Q2 Quality Promise” is
printed on all employee business cards:
At Q2, we understand that almost
everything we sell costs more to install
than it does to acquire. We understand
the quality of our products can affect
the quality of our relationships. As we
seek new ways to lower product costs
and pass more savings on to you, we
will not compromise our product
quality to win sales or gain profits.
Q2 enables service organizations to
optimize their profitability, expand their
purchasing options, and lower their purchasing risks by offering quality products
at extremely competitive pricing. Q2’s
broad and continually increasing product
offering includes a wide variety of color
and monochrome toner cartridges,
blades, drums/photoreceptors, drum unit
cartridges, feed rollers, fixing films, fuser
cleaning components, fuser kits, lower
pressure rollers, maintenance kits, picker
fingers, staples, toner, transfer rollers,
upper fuser rollers and other miscellaneous parts.
Last but not least, Joe Steinberg, cofounding partner, completes the trio of
former Katun executives who joined
together, using their 80+ years of industry experience, to establish Q2. From

inception, their goal was to help the BTA
Channel dealer eliminate the guess work
of finding superior aftermarket products.
By using Joe’s product knowledge, product development experience and contacts,
Q2 has been buying compatible products
from trusted, proven, IP compliant, independent manufacturers from around the
world. Q2’s extensive offering of compatible and genuine OEM products provides the independent servicing dealer
with one-stop shopping for a wide range
of office equipment.
MPS dealers understand that there are
many different sources for compatible
products. Individually testing products
from unknown aftermarket manufacturers
is time consuming and costly, and
requires extensive industry expertise
and statistical tracking. Q2 takes out
the guess work by providing proven
compatible products for dealers.
Since their inception, Q2 has listened
to their loyal customer base. Q2 is in the
process of integrating e-automate’s PO
Processor to the Q2 ordering system. The
functionality of PO Processor includes:
Pricing Request, Pricing Response, Order

Q2 values your trust and appreciates your business.
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Submission, Order Response, Current
Shipping Status, Invoice Request and
Invoice Response. This is part of Q2’s
ongoing commitment to maximize the
value customers receive by working with
Q2. The integration with e-automate
increases Q2’s accessibility to dealers,
and provides additional tools that
improve accuracy in purchasing and
receiving transactions.
Q2 strives to maintain a low cost
structure while providing a high level
of service. They offer a variety of programs including private labeling, blind
drop shipping, free freight options on HP
cartridges, and other programs that help
enhance the dealer’s image and save
them time and money.
From the beginning, Q2 was founded
on the belief that good business relationships are formed by being a good business partner. Q2 has been an IBPI
Preferred Vendor since 2008 and is also
a BTA member. Q2’s goal has always
been to partner with their loyal customers by providing great customer
service and an extensive line of the most
competitively-priced, high quality products in a timely manner. Q2 is one of
the few rapidly growing companies in
our industry today, proving that dealers
appreciate Q2’s value proposition. ✦
– By Ronelle Ingram
Q2, LLC
14450 Ewing Ave S, Suite 100B
Burnsville, MN, USA
888.826.2576
www.Q2products.com
E-mail: custsvc@Q2products.com
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International Copier Exchange, Inc.
Int
Your Partner in Profitability

Our Goal at I.C.E. is to Assist in the Growth of your Company,
as your Partner, by Providing the Equipment you need to be Profitable
Why Choose I.C.E. ?

Domestic Sales

Export Sales

• Extensive Inventory - Thousands
of Copiers every month.

• Hundreds of Low Meter Demo Units Available

• Large Selection of Canon, Ricoh and
Xerox Copiers in Stock For Export

• Package Pricing Available.

• We Specialize in Ricoh, Canon
and Everything In Between

• Worldwide Export Specialists

• State of the Art Inventory Control
System to audit, track and
provide real time information.
• We can customize the
configuration of equipment to
meet your needs.
• Experienced and Knowledgeable
Sales Team

• Sophisticated Inventory Bar Code
Scanning System To Ensure Accuracy
• All Equipment Accurately Represented,
Inspected and Tested

• Experts at Loading Containers
• Fast Turnaround Times For Your Orders
• All containers fulfilled to exact
customer specifications
• Containers Shipped Daily

• Fast Shipments and Great Freight Rates

• State Of The Art Brand New Facility
With 14 Loading Docks

• We Carry Parts and Accessories for
All Manufacturers

• Highly Competitive Pricing
• Se Habla Español

• Best Quality Control In the Industry

We are one of the LARGEST SUPPLIERS of
Canon, Ricoh and Xerox Copiers in the U.S.A.
Dallas, TX Facility - 25,000 Sq. Ft.

Like ICE
on Facebook
Follow I.C.E.
@ICEcopierpoint

St. Louis, MO Facility - 91,000 Sq. Ft.

Jared Zander
Dallas, Texas
866-503-2679
972-503-0100
jzander@copierpoint.com

DOMESTIC SALES
Andy Bongar
Chatsworth, California
888-423-2679
818-999-1000
abongar@copierpoint.com

Mark Ferland
St. Louis, Missouri
800-933-2374
314-770-1233
mferland@copierpoint.com

INTERNATIONAL SALES
Greg Zander
Alberto Herrera
International Sales
International Sales
Se Habla Español - Dallas, Texas Se Habla Español - Dallas, Texas
972-503-0100
972-503-0100
gzander@copierpoint.com
aherrera@copierpoint.com

www.copierpoint.com
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News Briefing

Lexmark Suffers a Couple of
Legal Defeats, but Wins a Biggie

A

t the end of March,
attorneys for Lexmark
International received
court rulings that will profoundly impact two of the firm’s most
notable lawsuits. On March 25,
the U.S. Supreme Court ruled
unanimously that Static Control
Components, one of the remanufacturing industry’s leading suppliers, can move forward with its
false-advertising claims against
Lexmark. The ruling sets the stage
for yet another courtroom fight
in this epic legal battle that has
been ongoing for over a decade.
Two days after the Supreme
Court announced its decision,
orders were issued regarding a
defendant’s motions to dismiss
Lexmark’s case pending in the
U.S. District Court for the
Southern District of Ohio, which
was filed against several thirdparty supplies vendors a few years
ago and has grown to include a
number of companies. Judge
Michael R. Barrett sided with the
defendant Impression Products
and dismissed Lexmark’s claims
against the firm related to remanufacturing so-called Prebate cartridges. However, Judge Barrett
denied Impression Products’
motion to dismiss the case related
to territorial patent exhaustion,
which is a far bigger issue than
the Prebate matter for the remanufacturing industry.

Lexmark v. SCC
This long-running legal battle
began in 2002, when Lexmark
sued Static Control for marketing
compatible chips for Lexmark
toner cartridges, which the OEM
claimed infringed its copyrights
and violated the Digital Millennium Copyright Act (DMCA).

Alleging Lexmark had violated
the Lanham Act, a federal statute
prohibiting false advertising and
unfair competitive practices,
Static Control countersued. The
firm alleged the violation came
when Lexmark falsely instructed
customers that they were legally
bound to return Lexmark Prebate
cartridges to the OEM and
warned remanufacturers that if
they used Static’s chips to remanufacture Prebate cartridges they
would infringe Lexmark’s intellectual property.
Under the terms of the Prebate
agreement, which is now known
as Lexmark’s Return Program,
customers receive a discounted
price at the time they purchase a
cartridge if they agree to return
the empty to the OEM. Lexmark
held that because its Prebate/
Return Program cartridges are
sold under the condition that
they will be returned, it retained
certain patent rights and Prebate
cartridges could not be remanufactured without violating
Lexmark’s IP. Lexmark then further asserted that by marketing
chips used to remanufacture
Prebate cartridges, Static Control
had infringed the OEM’s patents.
After Lexmark scored some
initial victories, including a
dismissal of Static’s false-advertising claims, in 2009 a district
court judge reversed a prior ruling, which found that the OEM
did retain certain patents rights
on Prebate cartridges after the
initial sale. After reviewing a
Supreme Court ruling in a separate case, Judge Gregory F. Van
Tatenhove of the U.S. District
Court for the Eastern District
of Kentucky found in his 2009
decision that Lexmark had

indeed lost its patent rights after
the first sale of its cartridges in
the United States regardless of
the conditions it set prior to the
sale. Both sides appealed after
the decision was rendered. The
U.S. Court of Appeals for the
Sixth Circuit then affirmed the
district court’s rulings and
reversed the dismissal of Static
Control’s false-advertising
claims under the Lanham Act,
clearing the way for the company to bring suit against Lexmark.
After the appellate court’s
decision was handed down,
Lexmark petitioned the Supreme
Court to review it and requested
the high court determine the
appropriate framework for determining whether a party has
standing to bring a false advertising claim under the Lanham
Act. At the time of Lexmark’s
request, federal courts used different systems to determine who
could bring such claims. Following one line of logic, Lexmark
argued that a component maker
like Static should not have standing under the act to bring falseadvertising claims against a
maker of finished printers and
cartridges. Conversely, using a
legal test established by the high
court, Static Control argued that,
“Any commercial party like
Static Control whose products
are targeted by false advertising
stands at the center of the zone
of interests protected by the
Lanham Act.” The Supreme
Court elected to hear the dispute
last year and oral arguments were
presented in December 2013.
In an opinion penned by Justice
Antonin Scalia, the court recently found that “Static Control has
adequately pleaded the elements
continued on page 38
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Lexmark
of a Lanham Act cause of action for false
advertising.” The court determined that
the company “comes within the class of
plaintiffs authorized to sue under §1125(a)
[the Lanham Act].” Justice Scalia wrote,
“Static Control’s alleged injuries—lost
sales and damage to its business reputation—are injuries to precisely the sorts
of commercial interests the Act protects.
Static Control is suing not as a deceived
consumer, but as a ‘perso[n] engaged in’
‘commerce within the control of Congress’
whose position in the marketplace has
been damaged by Lexmark’s false advertising … There is no doubt that it is within the zone of interests protected by the
statute.” The court also held in its March
decision that Static Control had sufficiently alleged that its injuries were
caused by Lexmark’s misrepresentations.
While the high court decided in Static
Control’s favor that the company has the
right to sue, the firm will need to take the
matter to another court. Justice Scalia
concluded by explaining, “Although we
conclude that Static Control has alleged an
adequate basis to proceed under §1125(a),
it cannot obtain relief without evidence of
injury proximately caused by Lexmark’s
alleged misrepresentations. We hold only
that Static Control is entitled to a chance
to prove its case.” I expect that Static
Control will move forward with its falseadvertisement suit sometime this year.

The Prebate Problem
The Prebate issue alluded to in the
Supreme Court case is at the center of
one of the decisions handed down by the
Ohio court. As noted earlier, it appeared
that any issues related to Prebate and
patent law had been settled back in 2009.

At that time, Judge Van Tatenhove said,
“Lexmark’s patent rights in its toner cartridges were exhausted by the authorized,
unconditional sales of the cartridges to
end users,” and that “the Prebate Program
is invalid under patent law.” Regardless,
the OEM claimed in its more recent lawsuit before the federal court in Ohio that
the Charlestown, WV based remanufacturer, Impression Product, infringed
Lexmark’s patents by remanufacturing
Return Program cartridges.
Last July, Impression Products filed a
motion with the Ohio court to dismiss the
Lexmark case claiming that a key issue in
the OEM’s case had been made moot by
a recent Supreme Court ruling. Regardless of the Prebate/Return Program issue,
the Lexmark case in the Ohio court really
hinges on whether or not the first sale of
a product extinguishes a patent-holder’s
right if the first sale occurs outside the
United States. In the past, U.S. patent law
held that the first sale of a product had to
occur in the U.S. for patent rights to be
exhausted. If a cartridge was first sold in
another country, a patent holder’s rights
would be violated if the empty was then
remanufactured and sold in the U.S.
Impression Products argued that in light
of the high court’s so-called Kirtsaeng
decision, which is detailed below, patent
rights were exhausted at the time of the
first sale regardless of where it took place.
In its opposition to the remanufacturer’s
motion to dismiss, Lexmark went beyond
matters pertaining to a product’s first sale
and territorial patent exhaustion and
asserted “international patent exhaustion
is irrelevant to remanufactured Lexmark
Return Program cartridges.” The OEM
once again suggested it retains certain
patent rights on Return Program cartridges regardless of where the cartridges
were first sold. The firm cited a portion
of an August 2012 decision from the U.S.
Court of Appeals for the Sixth Circuit’s

calling the patent exhaustion and Return
Program cartridges an “extremely complex and unsettled question” that had not
been resolved. Lexmark said Impression
Products put the issue of the validity of
the Prebate program under patent law
“front and center” before the Ohio court.
Unfortunately for Lexmark, Judge
Michael R. Barrett of the U.S. District
Court for the Southern District of Ohio
found that the matter surrounding patent
law and Prebate/Return Program had
been resolved. He wrote, “The issue presented is whether the Return Program is
invalid as a matter of law. Having considered the relevant caselaw and the briefings
of the parties, the Court finds that Lexmark’s
patent infringement claims are barred as
a matter of law by the doctrine of patent
exhaustion and must be dismissed.”

1 Out Of 3 Ain’t Bad
While Lexmark’s attorneys may have
been disappointed by the Supreme
Court’s decision and Judge Barrett’s
Prebate opinion, I have no doubt that they
were delighted by the other decision
reached by the judge in the Ohio court
in March. In addition to filing a motion
to dismiss because Lexmark’s allegations
of patent infringement were not valid on
Prebate cartridges, Impression Products
attempted to get Judge Barrett to dismiss
the OEM’s larger case by overruling the
controversial Jazz Photo decision because
of the Supreme Court’s recent ruling in
Kirtsaeng v. John Wiley & Sons. The
judge declined to dismiss the case, however, indicating that Jazz Photo remains
the law of the land.
The condensed version of the Jazz
Photo decision is as follows: At the end
of the 1990s, Fuji Photo Film held certain
patents on single-use cameras. The firm
filed complaints against Jazz Photo alleging patent infringement with the U.S.
International Trade and in the U.S. District
continued on page 40
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Lexmark
Court for the District of New Jersey. Fuji
Photo Film claimed that Jazz Photo had
collected disposable cameras around the
world and infringed it patents by remanufacturing the spent cameras and selling
them in the United States. In 2003, the
federal court found that the patents on
cameras purchased outside of the U.S.
were not exhausted and ruled in favor
of Fuji Photo Film. Jazz Photo appealed
and in 2005 and a federal appellate court
upheld the findings of the NJ court. The
so-called Jazz Photo decision became the
law of the land and has been the bane
of many a remanufacturer ever since.
Impression Products requested the
court to dismiss Lexmark’s infringement
suit last summer, several months after the
Supreme Court issued its Kirtsaeng v. John
Wiley & Sons decision. The Kirtsaeng
matter involved used books first sold outside the United States, which were then
imported back into the country and resold.
The high court found that the copyrights,
which belonged to the publisher John
Wiley & Sons, had been exhausted after
the first authorized sale of the books and
were not violated despite the fact that the
first sale was made in another country.
Impression Product argued that the
Supreme Court’s decision in Kirtsaeng
overturns “the legal basis for asserting
infringement against remanufactured
products,” because Kirtsaeng is applicable to patent rights as well as copyrights.
In their motion to dismiss, Impression
Products’ lawyers said, “A clear reading
of the language and the rationale applied
by the Court [in the Kirtsaeng decision]
makes it clear that there is no reason to
distinguish between patent rights, copyright rights, or any other rights in the
products sold.” If the judge agreed, it
would have had a profound impact on the
remanufacturing industry in general, and
probably would have resulted in a dismissal of the entire Lexmark case pending
in the Ohio court. The motion went on to
conclude that, “If the court agrees that the
Jazz Photo decision is no longer the law,
the case against Impressions Products
should be dismissed with prejudice. If Jazz
Photo is no longer the law, no amendment to the complaint will save this case.”
Apparently, the court did not agree.
40
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Judge Barrett denied Impression
Products’ motion to dismiss and ruled,
“Given the complete lack of consideration of the context, history, and practical
implications of international patent
exhaustion in Kirtsaeng, the Court concludes that the Supreme Court did not
intend to implicitly overrule Jazz Photo
and that Jazz Photo remains controlling
precedent on patent exhaustion abroad.”
The judge said that one deciding factor
is that Kirtsaeng relates only to copyright
law and Jazz Photo involved patent law.
While he made clear that he did not think
Kirtsaeng had any bearing on Jazz Photo
in the Lexmark case, Judge Barrett seemed
to indicate the matter may not be wholly
resolved saying, “The Court is cognizant
that many of the reasons for rejecting a
territoriality requirement for copyright
law may apply equally to patent law.” I
would expect that Impression Products’
attorney would use this comment from
the judge should they decide to appeal.

Not Over Yet
The recent rulings in Lexmark’s two big
cases is sure to lead to further legal actions
in the near future and I predict we’ll hear
more about each case before the current
year is out. The OEM’s attorneys are no
doubt feeling a little relief regarding the
Ohio court’s ruling on Jazz Photo but I
bet they are feeling at least a little apprehensive about the possibility of facing a
false-advertising suit from Static Control
for violating the Lanham Act.
Although it is currently unknown
how much Static Control is looking for
in terms of damages and other awards,
in its 2013 annual report, Lexmark told
investors at one point, “SCC has stated
in its legal documents that it is seeking
approximately $17.8 million to $19.5
million in damages for the Company’s
[Lexmark’s] alleged anticompetitive
conduct and approximately $1 billion
for Lexmark’s alleged violation of the
Lanham Act. SCC is also seeking treble
damages, attorney fees, costs and injunctive relief.” As the case has progressed,
SCC has adjusted these numbers and
various courts have dismissed certain
damages. Regardless, if Static Control
will no doubt be looking for a significant
We Saw It In ENX Magazine

amount and if the firm prevails in its
false-advertising suit, Lexmark may
have to write a big check.
After a seemingly endless discovery
phase, which included several requests
for additional time that extended the
case by a couple of years, it seems that
Lexmark’s suit in the Ohio court will
be heading to trial this year. If Lexmark
can prevail in the matter, it will severely
hamstring the remanufacturing industry’s
ability to market cartridges base on an
empty that a remanufacturer cannot prove
was first sold in the U.S. It will be interesting, however, to see if any of the
defendants mount another challenge to
Jazz Photo or attempt to negate the territoriality requirements of patent law as
the high court has now done with copyright law. If Jazz Photo should be overturned, the floodgates will be open on
importing empty cores and fundamentally change the way the remanufacturing
industry sources its most valuable raw
material—the empty. It will also effectively end the Lexmark case in Ohio.
One might argue that Lexmark is overly
aggressive in its pursuit of protecting its
intellectual property; or one might say that
the firm is simply doing what any OEM
should do to protect its patent protections.
Regardless, the firm keeps its legal team
busy and it seems all but certain that
lawyers for Lexmark will continue to
work hard for the remainder of 2014. ✦
Charles Brewer is the President and
founder of Actionable Intelligence.
For more information, visit www.ActionIntell.com.
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Insight

Is the Cloud the Future
of Business Computing?
as delivering reductions in “Total
Cost of Ownership” (TCO), a
path-breaking term coined by
Gartner in 1987 to account for the
ever-expanding cost of IT and the
IT department in larger companies.
The reason for touting TCO
reduction and not just user productivity improvement and business
enablement, is that without the
promise of TCO reduction, new
equipment and software is harder
to sell. Customers often view
What is Old is New Again
promised productivity gains and
new
revenue streams enabled by
Aspects of the cloud were, in
new
systems as being potential
effect, IBM’s first (computer)
business model and were so power- benefits, while reductions in operating cost are seen as “hard cost”
ful (i.e. sticky) that the Justice
Department in 1969 embarked on benefits and therefore more likely
to be realized.
an anti-trust investigation of IBM
As a result, some paradigm
which lasted 13 years. While the
shifts in computing – the current
investigation was ultimately
cloud shift included – were prounsuccessful and dropped by the
moted by the vendors mostly or
Justice Department in 1982, the
almost completely on TCO reducprotracted threat of it drove IBM
tion, often accompanied by the
to unbundle hardware, software
ever-elusive “greater IT departand services (the “cloud” of the
ment
agility”. The cloud also
time). This opened the door for
holds
the promise – much as did
competition that in large part
IBM’s
original “time-sharing”
resulted in a series of “paradigm
model
–
of shifting capital expensshifts” in computing that have
es
(buying
equipment) to operatevolved into the computing moding expenses (renting capacity).
els and market today.
These paradigm shifts have, over
Each paradigm shift has (probably) resulted in a richer, more pro- 50+ years of business computing,
swung like a pendulum between
ductive computing environment
what today is called “on premise”
for users. Additionally, each shift
versus “cloud.” In the past, cloud
has also been touted by the venhas been called “time-sharing”
dors – and usually the research
(public cloud) or “glass house”
analysts such as Gartner Group –
(private cloud). This was then followed by distributed computing
(on premise), first in the form of
minicomputers (departmental
computing) and then the first wave
of personal computers and LANs.
Once it became clear that the
proliferation of PCs and LANs
wasn't driving down TCO and
improving agility, instead doing

T

he cloud continues to dominate thoughts and discussions among IT Solution
Provider and Managed IT company
owners and executives, as it should.
However, to make the best business decisions for the future, it’s
useful to know the cloud’s many
precedents over the history of
business computer usage, and how
they have impacted Managed IT
providers.

the opposite, the trend was to recentralize under various
client/server models. The first
being the thick client, with onpremise server, then thin client,
and ultimately the any-client-plusinternet model predominant today.
In each case, the vendors, aided
by the research analysts, have
striven to demonstrate not only
improvements in user productivity
and business enablement, but also
in IT agility and especially TCO.

Follow the Money
Ironically, however, despite these
recurring “breakthroughs” in reduction of TCO, the budgets of both
IT departments and of providers of
IT services – such as outsourcers
(generally called Managed IT providers today) – continue to expand.
One might argue that these
budgets have not expanded as fast
as they would have if the latest
TCO-busting paradigm shift had
not taken place; this would be
hard to substantiate either way.
The fact remains, however, that
IT budgets for internal and external IT services continue to expand,
often as a share of the end customer’s total budget and virtually
always in absolute dollar terms,
through each of the TCO- “reducing” breakthroughs in business
computing models. The only time
IT spending drops is during economic recessions, which have little
to do with business computing
paradigm shifts.
Based on this, we consider it
unlikely that the paradigm shift to
the cloud will result in any longterm decline in demand for IT
services – both project services
and support, such as Managed
Services.
One might argue that customer
dollars that would have been paid
continued on page 44
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Is the Cloud the Future
to the local Managed IT provider for supporting their on-premise systems will now
be paid to the cloud provider. To a degree
this has been true so far, but tellingly,
only among the lower-performing (low
Operational Maturity Level or OML)
Managed IT providers.
The higher-performing (high OML)
Managed IT providers have correctly
deduced that bringing a cloud vendor into
the mix makes support more difficult and
more time-consuming – not less – and
have adjusted their pricing models upward
(or at least not downward) as a result.

in license costs but an expensive,
risky and protracted upgrade to the
customizations and modifications.
In the cloud, when the cloud vendor
decides to upgrade, they may not increase the subscription fee (or they may)
but users are forced to carry out these
costly and risky projects to update their
customizations and “mods” on the vendor’s timetable, not their own. Too few
customers (and their channel partners) see
this coming when considering the cloud.
• Many cloud vendors are venture-funded.
While the venture capitalist hopes each
start-up will thrive, their business model
Too Early to Cast Judgments
expects that about 70% of the new companies will fail within the first few
on the Cloud?
years. Understandably, this is not a realThe cloud in its current iteration is largely
ity their cloud companies pitch to end
unproven in acceptance by business cuscustomers or channel partners. Clearly,
tomers as a platform for non-consumer
however, many end customers and chanpurposes. Google, Amazon and Microsoft
nel partners are in for a bumpy ride, and
are likely not making money on business
would be well-served to understand
cloud, yet are expending billions on it and
what happens to the end customer’s data
can afford to do so for as long as Wall
and business application if the cloud
Street allows. Yet each of the companies
company changes their business plan
(as well as Wall Street) has in the past
or goes out of business.
demonstrated the ability to make similarThese are just a few of the raw experisized investments in lines of business that
ences
awaiting unsuspecting cloud cusultimately proved unsuccessful.
tomers.
Thus, it is early in the business
The cloud has been promised to busidecision-maker’s
experience with the cloud.
ness decision makers by vendors as highly
Already we are seeing an increasing numagile and virtually TCO-free. As we have
discussed, based on the results of past par- ber of instances in which Managed IT
providers are “de-clouding” new cusadigm-shifts in computing, this rosy pictomers who were “taken to the cloud” by
ture is unlikely to be true. Business decitheir preceding Managed IT provider.
sion makers are at the very earliest stages
The unfortunate customer found that the
of their learning about the practical impact
cloud
wasn’t less costly. Renting or finanof cloud. Here are some examples:
cing
allows
shifting of capital expense to
• We have already seen that cloud compaoperating
expense
but it is often more
nies can and will turn over customers’
costly
over
time;
after
all, the lessor needs
confidential data to government agento
make
a
profit.
The
customer
also found
cies with subpoena and not inform the
that
having
to
log
in
to
a
distant
system is
related customers; in some cases they
slower
and
more
unreliable
than
having
have done so without subpoena.
applications
and
data
loaded
on
the
local
• Owning the “on-premise” version of a
machine;
the
massive
popularity
of
percritical business application gives more
sonal and company automobiles over mass
than the greater assurance of confidentransit may be a useful analogy here.
tiality over a cloud version. It also
It is important to understand that venallows the customer to decide if and
dors, prodded by Wall Street, are stoking
when they want to bear the expense of
upgrading. Most customers with critical demand for the cloud as a way to improve
their own financial results, but end cusbusiness applications have made extensive modifications and customizations to tomers for the most part neither have
much familiarity with what they are actuthem. This often results in the need to
ally asking for, nor whether they will like
upgrade to a new version of the core
software and entails not just an increase it once they get it. Just because the cloud
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is a suitable way for 14-year olds to instantly share videos doesn’t mean it will be
inevitably the exclusive platform for commercial-grade business use, that it will be
cheaper or that it will require less support.
As our Service Leadership Index®
benchmark data shows, across all IT business models, about 46% of IT providers in
2013 offered some sort of cloud services
coming from equipment and software they
own (whether in their own data center or
in a colocation facility). This is up from
41.5% of IT providers in 2012.
All of this is to say that the cloud, while
indeed an exciting “new” approach, is
largely unproven and at very early stages
as a commercial business computing
platform and as a business model strategy
for Managed IT providers.

The Right Strategy for Success in
the Cloud (and in Managed IT)
One thing’s for certain: the cloud has the
buzz right now, and top performing
Managed IT companies are capitalizing on
it in multiple ways:
• Your marketing should incorporate cloud
services. You want to position your firm
as a thought leader, and the cloud is at
the forefront. The cloud will bring them
in the door then you can decide how
much (and what type) of cloud you
want to sell them, wrapped with your
Managed IT services of course!
• Top performers are not building cloud,
they’re reselling it with their brand
name on it. Take advantage of this
approach yourself.
• Likewise, recognize that Managed IT itself can be a complex and risky business.
Minimize your exposure and maximize
your potential for success by choosing
to use white label providers of “back
end” Managed IT services, also known
as Master MSPs. This allows you to
focus on marketing, sales and field
services, as opposed to building a Help
Desk and Network Operations Center.
This is the highest operational way to
bring both Managed IT and cloud services
to market: use cloud buzz to bring in
prospects for your own blend of these
services, judiciously crafted from top
white label providers, wrapped in your
brand name and value proposition.
continued on page 66
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Dealer Spotlight

Charting DEX Imaging’s Growth
with Dan Doyle Jr.

I
Dan Doyle Jr.
President and CEO
DEX

t’s been 12 years since Dan
Doyle, Jr. and his father, an
industry veteran, launched
DEX Imaging in Tampa, FL.
What a wild 12-year ride it’s
been as their dealership has
grown from zero to more than
$118 million a year in revenue.
The Konica Minolta and Kyocera
dealer now has more than 450
employees and continues to grow
throughout the Southeast organically and through acquisition.
This month Dan Doyle, Jr.,
DEX’s president and CEO,
shares his insights on that wildly
successful 12-year ride, focusing
on how DEX has arrived at
where they are today, what’s
next, and the ups and downs of
running an office technology
dealership in 2014.

How’s business been the last
12 months?
DOYLE: Great. Last year we saw
18 percent organic growth,
which is phenomenal. We also
did two acquisitions, closing one
on Dec. 31, 2012, and another in
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May of 2013. We had a great
acquisition year with great
organic growth so it was a good
year for us.
What segments of the business
are doing well?
DOYLE: Segment 3, Segment 4,
Segment 5, and Segment 6 production are all doing well. The
lower end, Segment 1 and
Segment 2 and the lower end of
Segment 3, that’s where you’re
seeing the price wars because A4
product is nipping away at some
of that. We’re seeing that and
Samsung, who’s trying to get in
the game, and HP who seems to
go back and forth—they’re getting into it, not getting into it or
they don’t have the best distribution model to get it out there.
What are you doing right with
those segments that are doing
well for you?
DOYLE: I can’t tell you if we’re
doing it right or doing it wrong,
but we’re moving a lot of boxes.
Part of it is we had a lot of pent
up demand going through ’08

We Saw It In ENX Magazine

and ’09, especially in Florida.
Before ’09 about 92-93 percent
of our leases were approved.
After ’09 in Florida we were seeing 46-49 percent approved. We
basically bought time and those
people are now upgrading their
equipment. You’re seeing a lot
of that happen, so I can’t tell you
if we’re doing it right or wrong.
We’re just in the right spot at the
right time. Plus we’re Irish so
we believe in a lot of luck.
What’s the biggest challenge
facing your dealership today?
DOYLE: Making sure we continue our organic growth. The other
challenge, getting good sales
reps, is tough. It’s always been
tough, and the big companies,
the IKONs and Dankas that used
to have these great training programs are gone so you’re getting
younger kids that have never
sold and you have to invest more
money in training them and
more time to get them going.
continued on 48
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Charting DEX Imaging
Are the kids alright?
DOYLE: Some of these kids when they’re
coming out of school have a high opinion
of themselves and what they’re worth.
It’s an odd thing to deal with. In ’09 you
could hire these great mortgage brokers,
but the problem was they were making
so much money selling mortgages that it
was such a pay cut for them to cut their
teeth on selling copiers. It takes a good
year before someone starts making real
money. That’s the toughest part, getting
quality sales people, and it will get
tougher as times go on. My oldest is 15,
their communication skills are not what
ours were. They’re great at e-mail and
texting, but I’m still an old fashioned guy
and like face to face or get on the phone
and call somebody so it will be interesting to see that transition over the years.
What trends are impacting your
business today?
DOYLE: Managed print is the buzz word
in our industry. If you look at our managed print business we’re doing $29
million a year in revenue. We’ve done a
good job of penetrating that market over
the past three to four years. We’re seeing
about 46 percent compounded annual
growth in that arena and I think we’ll
continue to see that.
I continue to chuckle about people
who say, ‘We’re going paperless because
of document management.’ We’re seeing
a trend when a customer puts in document management or says they’re going
to go paperless, where they actually produce more paper because the information
is more accessible to more people.
My generation and the generation
below me still like it printed out and
be able to write our notes on the side.
I don’t see that changing for at least the
next 10-15 years. As document management makes it easier to file and store
things, and easier to find, it makes it just
as easy to print it. Which plays into that
managed print.
You had that trend where everything
went digital, a copier or a MFP in the
center of a room, and everyone prints to
it. I think you’ll see people going back
to desktop units where they can print
immediately what they need right there,
48
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saving time and making it more convenient and trying to get more production
out of people.
What will that trend mean for DEX?
DOYLE: It means our managed print
business will grow.
What’s DEX Imaging’s take on
Managed IT Services? Is that something you’re planning on doing if you
haven’t started already?
DOYLE: We do some of it. We’re still
on the outside right now observing it and
taking care of a few customers. I don’t
know how long that will last as people
get more and more entrenched with using
the cloud. I think you’ll see the big guys
take that over and manage it all on a
cloud. There will still be desktop services
and things like that that people will need
so there is a need for it and it’s a profitable sector, and that’s what motivated
us to get into it.
It does come with some catches. If you
go in and you’re maintaining somebody’s
e-mail server, and it seems whenever
e-mail goes down the world stops. Do
you want your company’s reputation
based on somebody’s spam mail that
crashed somebody’s e-mail and now all
they do is bad mouth you even though
you had nothing to do with it?
Are you investigating any other services
or technology areas, such as 3-D printing?
DOYLE: We just sat down and are kicking the tires on 3-D printing to try to
understand it and the model you’d use.
The traditional cost per click is probably
a little different on a 3-D printer, so
we’re just starting to play with it. I think
that technology will change quickly. We
had 3D Systems in here the other day.
It’s a neat product and once it becomes
a little more popular, it’s definitely
something we’ll be involved with.
Your family has been in the copier
business for years, was that an easy
decision for you to make when it came
to choosing a career path?
DOYLE: When I first came out of college I went into the real estate market
and was very fortunate there and was
able to sell my business. Then in 2002
We Saw It In ENX Magazine

my dad and I thought it would be fun to
get back in the copier business and build
something together. It was an easy decision to make even though it wasn’t my
first choice. And it’s tough following in
his footsteps.
Still, you’ve been having a good time
doing this?
DOYLE: I’m having an absolute blast.
What’s been your proudest accomplishment during the past 12 years?
DOYLE: We laid out a business plan
on a Starbucks napkin and started from
nothing in Tampa. We wanted to hit $100
million in 10 years and we hit that two
years ago. It’s one of those things you
get to check off your list and my dad and
I always went back and forth, do you
want to be $100 million or $150 million?
He thought $100 million would be great,
I thought $150 million would be great,
and then when we hit the $100 million
mark new goals were set.
How does a company grow as fast as
you did and how much of it was your
dad’s reputation?
DOYLE: That was a huge part for attracting the right people. My dad had a wonderful reputation and a great playbook.
He ripped out some chapters and said,
‘You don’t want to go down these roads’
when he handed that playbook over to
me. That helps make my decisions easier.
Plus we were able to attract some incredible people to join us, which obviously
helps with growth because you’re only
as good as the people around you.
What gets you excited about coming
into work every day?
DOYLE: There’s always a deal going
down somewhere. Nothing beats watching a new rep get their first deal. We
have some reps that have been with us
since we started and they still get as
excited on a one machine deal as they
do on a large deal. That’s the drive.
I work every day with my dad and
nothing beats that. ✦
– By Scott Cullin

e n x
Tom Callinan

Sales Strategy

Do You Have an E-mail
Template?

I

cringe every time a sales
professional asks me that
question. I’d be perfectly
fine if their question was directed at the structure of the email
that they compose but they are
asking me for a “plug and play”
email: No such email exists. I
frequently ask the sales professional to send me an example
of what they’ve been sending
out and I get a version of the
below email:

I am writing to schedule a
meeting with you. My name is
Tom Callinan and my firm works
with several other law firms in
Philadelphia like Smith Jones
and Braddock, Dewey and Pope,
just to name a couple. We partner with them to reduce the costs
associated with the production
and management of case related
documents, decrease non-billable
hours, and to optimize their legal
staff so they can handle more
cases by using internal business
technology more effectively.

All case related documents
can be scanned, stored, retrieved,
and utilized by being archived
correctly, which will allow
McCarty and Dembo to spend
less and handle more cases
resulting in more revenue for
your firm.
I wanted to schedule a meeting
with you because I knew you
would want to know how other
law firms are accomplishing
these goals. Would Tuesday at
10:00 AM work for you?
You may reply yes to this email
or use my contact information
below.
My first reaction is, “Are you
kidding me?” Once the recipient
of this email sees the length and
that it isn’t from somebody they
know, their mouse pointer is
over the delete symbol. After the
opening sentence I can give you
a 99% assurance that your message is deleted. By the third sentence you’re down to 1 in 3,000
still reading, on a good day. Your
email screams that you have no
understanding of how people
manage their email, despite the
fact that you do it yourself. So
you can add a complete lack of
empathy to your numerous other
mistakes in sending out a message like the above. It says loud
and clear, “I am a sales person
and you should see me.”
For the uninitiated, you can
point to the fact that you did a
little research and added a couple
of other law firms to the content
of the email. The problem here
is that the reference points are so
buried in a “sales-y” communication that they don’t matter:

The recipient has “tuned out”
the message. But spending some
time on research is exactly what
you need to do before you try to
communicate with any prospect.
It amazes me how people separate prospecting from the rest of
their life. What is the first thing
you do when you want to develop
some type of a relationship with
another person? You start a conversation, correct? Have you ever
met somebody in a social setting
that from the word “go” dumped
his or her life on you? Bet you
couldn’t wait to find an exit from
that conversation! Yet in sales it
seems like many of us want to
dump on prospects; it’s like the
entire industry has gone to the
same horrible training program.
What’s the first thing you look
at when you receive an email
in your inbox? The name of the
person sending the email, correct? The next thing you look at
is the subject and you have two
different perspectives there: If
you know the person sending
the email you might look at the
subject to determine the urgency
of the message or simply to give
you an idea of the content,
whereas if you don’t know the
person sending the email you are
looking to determine if you even
want/need to read it. Therefore,
the first critical decision point
in an email is the subject line. If
your subject line screams “I’m a
sales person” your communication will be deleted before the
recipient’s eyes make it to the
preview screen. If your subject
line grabs the recipient’s attention they’ll move to the first
sentence.
continued on 52
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Do You Have an E-mail Template
The first sentence now becomes the
decision point for deletion or continuing
to read your message. If you start with,
“I am writing to schedule a meeting with
you,” you’ve wasted your first sentence
due to the fact that the recipient doesn’t
know you so now they are laser focused
on the next sentence to determine if you
are friend or foe. I also cannot imagine
what subject line you’d have that would
“give you permission” to ask for an
appointment with your very first sentence
of dialog with this person. In your social
life—other than if you were paying for
an appointment with a professional—
would your opening suggestion be “we
have to get together” or would you first
try to build a connection? You also don’t
need to waste the first sentence on introducing yourself since they already know
your name from your e-mail address.
Your first sentence should be a benefit
statement, followed by a transition to
an appointment, and then asking for the
appointment: That’s it, three sentences,
four at the very most. Be logical; be
empathetic; think it through: Would you
read more than three or four sentences
from somebody you didn’t know who
was trying to get on your calendar?
Fat chance.
And please stop telling people you are
going to reduce their expense, cut their
price, or increase their revenue. In the
previous email example do you really
think McCarty and Dembo are turning
cases down because they don’t have a
solid content management system in
place? When you’re watching TV,
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reading a newspaper, or driving down the
highway and noticing the billboards did
it ever strike you that almost everybody
is telling you that they can save you
money? Do you think this message has
any effect on today’s buyer? Is that the
most significant benefit you can come up
with for somebody to do business with
you? I’d ban my sales force from ever
talking about reducing expenses and
force them to think of some true benefits
of doing business with my company. If
they want to reference increased productivity I’d ensure they could first define
what that means.
What might an email look like?
Subject: Smith Jones IT support
I was able free up 20 hours of IT support
time for Bob Bingham at Smith Jones.
In 40 minutes I can provide you an executive overview on how this was accomplished. What does your calendar look
like over the next two weeks?
I used a specific reference with the
person’s name I dealt with and that adds
credibility to using the firm’s name: It
allows a connection and makes the sentence more personal to the recipient. I
then transitioned with a quick description
of what I was asking for but with a level
of ambiguity that almost begs for a follow-up question. I then show an understanding of how busy middle managers
and executives manage their calendar by
providing guidelines on a time without
asking for specific times.
What am I trying to accomplish? The
same goal I would have in my personal
life: I am trying to start a conversation.
Clearly I want an appointment, and even
a sale, but I first need to start a conversation that gains me the appointment. So
if the recipient replies, “I have multiple
projects going on and don’t have any
time to get together with you at this
point,” I get pumped. I’ve started a conversation with the person! If I don’t get
a reply I send another email a few days
later with a completely different, yet
personalized to the situation, subject
and benefit statement.
I believe e-mail and text messages are
the primary contact method today, and
We Saw It In ENX Magazine

far above phone calls in effectiveness
when trying to reach somebody you
don’t know. I make that statement using
my own experience as a middle manager,
executive, business owner, and a person
that has to develop business for my practice. Most of my days are and have been
spent in meetings, on conference calls,
or with somebody in my office. Unless
I needed to speak to you—and everybody’s phone today has caller ID—or
you caught me at an odd moment, your
message is going into my voice mail. I
spend all day trying to avoid sales people
and you believe I am going to actually
call you back? I only leave voice mail
for people I know.
Take a few minutes to do some
research before you ever send out that
first email to a prospect. Personalize the
email while communicating with the
prospect the same way you would communicate in your personal life. Try to get
the conversation going then move to the
appointment. And stop sending out template emails that a decision maker gets
multiple times a day from some lazy
sales person who didn’t take the time to
conduct some research or to structure an
email that would be read. Then, reap the
benefits of being different from all of
your competitors. ✦
Tom Callinan is the founding principal
of Strategy Development, a management
consulting firm for the technology and
outsourcing space, and the leading MPS
consultancy specializing in business
planning, sales effectiveness, advanced
sales training, and operational and service improvement (www.strategydevelopment.com). From 1998 – 2005, Callinan
was an executive with IKON Office
Solutions, most recently vice president
and general manager of IKON’s largest
business unit with revenue of $1.4 billion.
Prior to IKON, Callinan was the founder
and CEO of Copifax, Inc, a copier dealership that was recognized with numerous awards including inclusion on the
INC 500 list of fastest growing private
US companies. Copifax was acquired by
IKON in 1997. Callinan graduated with
high honors from The Wharton School,
University of Pennsylvania. Tom can be
reached at callinan@strategydevelopment.com or 610.527.3317
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Exit Strategy

How to Exit Your Business
on Your Own Terms

F

Over the years, we
have seen a common
theme among the
clients and prospects
with whom we
have met:

A Failure
to Plan is
a Plan for
Failure.

ace it, it is inevitable,
because we are all human
…and mortal. At some
point, we must exit the businesses
we own and operate. However,
talking about business exits or
succession plans is about as popular as discussing life insurance,
dental work, or colonoscopies.
We all know we may need all
of these things, but nobody likes
to speak about them, at least
not publicly.
I have been helping owners
of privately-held and/or familyowned companies exit their businesses since 1990. Our clients
include owners of office equipment dealerships, imaging supplies distributors and office
products distributors, typically
with annual revenues of $2 million to $100 million. Over the
years, we have seen a common
theme among the clients and
prospects with whom we have
met: A Failure to Plan is a Plan
for Failure.
For most business owners, the
rigor of running their businesses
on a day-to-day basis leaves them
little time to ponder or plan for
their eventual exit from the business. Too often, business owners
say, “When I am ready to retire,
then I will think about how to
exit my business or develop my
succession plan.”
Unfortunately, if you wait until
you are ready to exit to plan your
exit, it may be too late…or you
may leave a lot of money on the
table.

a certain price, I am going to
sell all or part of my holding.”
We have these plans in place to
minimize our risk as well as to
help secure a reasonable return
on our investment. Yet most business owners have no plan at all
for how to treat their investments
in their own businesses.
We spend a fair amount of
time working with Private Equity
Groups and other financial
investors. These are companies
who have raised capital specifically to acquire and invest in privately held businesses like yours.
All of these groups have an idea
of how and when they will exit
their holdings…before they even
make the acquisition! As business
owners, we can all learn a lesson
from our friends in the Private
Equity community and do a better job of planning our own exits.

Brutal Statistics

Let’s look at some cold, hard,
and sometimes cruel facts regarding planning an exit from your
business:
• More than 90% of owners of
privately-held businesses said
their preferred exit plan was to
transfer their businesses to their
heirs or employees.
• However, of those business
owners, less than 20% had any
plans in place to help their heirs
or employees fund the purchase
of the business from them.
• Less than 75% of owners of
privately-held businesses have
any type of formal exit or
succession plan in place.
Find The Exit Before You Enter • More than 60% of owners of
Many of us own stocks and
privately held businesses who
bonds. As we monitor our investsold or transferred their busiments, we usually have a plan
ness without a formal exit or
which says, “If this stock reaches
succession plans in place were

disappointed with the results
of their sale/transfer.
• Less than 30% of businesses
survive a transfer to the 2nd
generation of family owners.
• Less than 10% of businesses
survive a transfer to the 3rd
generation of family owners.
The common thread here is
most of us want to transfer the
business to our kids or employees, but we have no idea how to
fund the transfer and most of the
transfers fail anyway. Not a very
pretty picture.

How To Avoid The Trap
How do you prevent this from
happening to you? The first step
is to start thinking about how and
when you would like to exit your
business. But, don’t just think
about your goals and aspirations,
write them down! Studies have
shown if we do not write something down, it isn’t “real” to us.
The second step is to work
with your advisors (attorney,
accountant, wealth/financial
planner, investment banker/
intermediary/business broker)
to determine the best plan to
accomplish your goals.
For example, we recently
helped our client (a distributor
of imaging supplies) with his
exit plan. He met with us in 2011
and said, “I would like to sell my
business but I am not ready to
retire. Is this something we can
accomplish?” We put a plan in
place for our client which included a few things he needed
to accomplish with the business
before we could enter the market
to seek a Private Equity partner.
We entered the market in mid2013 and completed the transaction early this year. Our client has
continued on 55
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Exit Strategy
a great new partner who will
help him continue to grow his
business and help him exit
once and for all in four to five
years. Plus, his bank account
is much fatter now.
In my article for next
month’s ENX, I will outline
for you the “Six Ways to Exit
Your Business,” where we will
go over in detail the different
ways for you to exit. In articles in the coming months,
we will cover and discuss the
following topics: How To Sell
Your Business; 10 Biggest
Mistakes Business Buyers
Make; 10 Biggest Mistakes
Business Owners Make in
Exits; What Is The Best Type
of Buyer For Your Business;
ESOPs: Do They Make Sense
For Your Business; Hurdles to
Exiting an Office Equipment
Dealership; and more.

The focus of these articles
is to help you, the owner of
a privately-held business,
consider your options as you
plan for your eventual exit
from the business. No matter
how young or old you are, it
is never too soon to start planning how you will exit your
business. Remember, the
longest journey starts with one
small step. Take your first step
and start thinking about how
and when you want to exit. ✦
Jim Zipursky is the Managing
Director of CFA-MidWest,
an investment bank serving
the middle market. Jim is a
registered representative of
Silver Oak Securities, Inc.,
member FINRA/SIPC. For
more information visit
www.cfaw.com/omaha.
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Troy Harrison

Sales & Marketing

5

Steps to Better
Sales Presentations

W

hen I started out in
selling, I thought that
it was all about presenting. I’d get up in front of my
customers, give a great speech,
and they’d be reaching for their
checkbooks before I even finished. Well, suffice it to say that
I learned. In fact, I’ve learned a
lot since then. When I speak, one
of the most commonly requested
topics is on giving great sales
presentations – but I’m always a
bit reluctant to speak on that topic.
You see, a sales presentation is
only as good as the discovery and
information gathering that preceded it. That’s why much of my
writing and teaching is dedicated
to understanding your customers.
Still, there is a place for understanding how to give a great
presentation, and as long as you
promise to keep it in context, I’ll
give you five great ways to optimize your sales presentations. You
promise? Great! Let’s get started.

2. Your Plan of Action to
address the customer’s desired
result. This should be your
recommendation of products,
services, and other actions.
3. The Advantages of adopting
your plan. Let the buyer ‘see’
the result of adopting the plan.
Use Achievement Statements
and other verbiage to paint
the picture.

Be Present:

been far better off had he never
mentioned the website – or if he’d
cared enough to check its functionality before he came upstairs.
Full disclosure – I once drove 180
miles to try a demo with a failed
piece of equipment that I hadn’t
tried. But I learned from it.

Use Visuals Appropriately:
I like PowerPoint. I like it a lot.
I use it a lot. I also like videos,
pictures, and other visuals.
HOWEVER – when it comes to
a presentation, it’s important to
know what to use and what not to.
As a general rule, when you are
one-on-one, limit your visuals;
use them when you are presenting to larger groups. In a one-onone environment, the premium is
on the conversation you are having, and any visuals you present
can distract. However, in a larger
environment, visuals can help
keep everyone up to speed and
pace, and illustrate your points.

One of my speaking mentors,
Darren LaCroix, says that he
always asks himself this question
right before he speaks: “Am I
present?” What Darren means
by that is, “Am I in the moment
and focused?” If you want to
use a presentation to persuade,
your mind needs to be on what
is being said and communicated,
not on your weekend plans, your
dog’s trip to the vet, picking up
your dry cleaning, or anything
else that isn’t presenting and selling. If you are not in the moment,
Give It the “So What” test:
your customer will know – and
Have the Right Content:
When I was 16, I stood up in
they won’t be in the moment
One of the reasons that so many
front of my speaking class for
either.
sales presentations fail is that
my
first practice of the Original
they have too much junk in them.
Oratory
that I planned to give at a
Test
Your
Demos:
By “junk,” I mean “Anything that
tournament
that weekend. About
True
story.
Yesterday
I
was
interthe buyer doesn’t care about.” If
two
minutes
in, my coach shoutviewing
a
candidate
who
was
you’ve done a good discovery, your
ed,
“So
what?”
Startled, I looked
anxious
to
demonstrate
his
marbuyer has already told you
up
at
him,
open
mouthed. He
keting
skills,
and
he
indicated
that
what they care about, and
continued,
“Who
cares?” By this
he
had
designed
a
website
(which,
that’s where your presentatime,
I
was
dumbfounded
– and
he
said,
was
‘pretty
awesome’)
tion centers. The best prespeechless
(for
those
of
you
who
for
a
small
business
he
owned
on
sentations simply have
know
me,
that
probably
comes
as
the
side.
He
said,
“Here’s
the
Web
three elements:
a
shock).
He
finished,
“What’s
address;
go
see
for
yourself.”
So
1. The Observation of
I did. And what I saw was, “This in it for me? It’s all about me!”
the current situation.
He then explained that these four
page is currently parked by
Recap the customer’s
questions were likely what was
GoDaddy.” I looked at him, and
situation, needs, and
he just chuckled and said, “Well, in the judge’s mind (or the audidesired result.
ence’s). “Anytime you’re presentI guess I need to pay GoDaddy.”
Really? Nothing looks worse than ing a point,” he said, “Imagine
your audience saying, ‘So what?
having a demonstration of any
type that doesn’t work. He’d have
continued on 57
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Presentations
Who cares? What’s in it for me? It’s
all about me!’” Too often, sales presentations are about the salesperson and
not the customer. Hint: the salesperson
shouldn’t be doing the buying. Give
your presentation points the “So what”
test, and you’ll be a lot more powerful.
Remember – it’s important to keep
these points in perspective. Without a
great discovery preceding the presentation, your presentation will fall flat. It’s
possible to ‘win’ the presentation and
lose the sale, but it’s not possible to ‘lose’
the presentation and win the sale. ✦

Troy Harrison is “The Sales Navigator,”
helping companies improve their bottom
line by building better sales forces. He
is the author of Sell Like You Mean It!
Also, both hiring and coaching are well
covered in his Unconventional Guide
to Sales Management audio course.
To sign up for his weekly E-zine, or
for information on consulting, call
913-645-3603, e-mail TroyHarrison@
SalesForceSolutions.net, or visit
We Saw It In ENX Magazine
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Andy Slawetsky

Flash Report

HP Analyst Summit Review

I

t was a busy couple of days
with several hundred analysts
coming in from all over the
world. Like last year, the day
started off with CEO Meg
Whitman addressing the crowd.
Meg told the crowd that HP has
three focuses – cloud security,
big data and mobility. Very exciting. But what about print? I’m
very excited for HP's turnaround
and I'm amazed by some of the
things HP does in other areas
that I don't follow. But at the end
of the day, I cover the world of
print and I would like to hear
the CEO of one of the most
dominant print companies in
the world at least reference the
part of the business that made
HP what it is today.
The company is returning to
health, as Whitman told listeners,
and the debt is now gone. They're
more streamlined and while
there has been a lot of progress,
according to Whitman, there is
still a lot of work to be done.
“I feel good where we are on
the turnaround journey.”

Last year, HP revamped their
partner program with the intent
to become “the very best technology partner on earth,” according to Whitman. She acknowledged that HP was not as easy to
do business with as some of their
competitors and she said HP will
continue to work at this.
Later, Whitman told us about
their increased investment in
R&D – one of the things I love
about today's HP. Whitman said,
“We are investing more in R&D
than ever before. We are focusing on R&D.” Indeed, at a time
when competitors are cutting
R&D almost every quarter, HP
is increasing this spend – something that should pay dividends
down the road.
We then heard from Dion
Weisler, the relatively new executive VP from Australia. I love
random meaningful data points
and figures and Weisler threw a
lot of very interesting numbers
at us.
• Mobile workers: over the last
couple of years, the number

of anytime, anywhere workers
doubled from 15% to 30% of
the workforce (I missed the
period but I think it was over
the last couple of years).
• BYOD printing: 72% of people bring at least one personal
device to work.
• 36% of workers say they'd
be willing to pay for or put
money towards a mobile
device if they can help
choose it.
These points led to a discussion about how difficult it is to
manage a BYOD environment
from an IT perspective (think
security among other things) and
how “BYOD is a CIO nightmare.”
Later in the meeting, we heard
from Steve Nigro about HP
Graphic Arts initiatives, products
and programs as well as about
inkjet. All ink flows through
Steve. The instant ink program
is going pretty well, although it's
still early to get significant results.
I will say, I think this program
is brilliant. If you don’t know
what it is, essentially for a small
monthly fee, HP will monitor
your printer and make sure you
never run out of ink. You receive
a set number of “pages” each
month that you can use for documents, photos, etc. If you exceed
that number you can buy more.
If you don’t use them the pages
roll over to the next month.
It’s a small amount (starting
at $2.99/month) and there’s no
annual fee or monthly commitment. You can cancel anytime.
Wouldn’t you rather pay a few
bucks a month instead of getting
smacked with a $34 cartridge
every now and then? The cartridges are larger than the retail
cartridges, meaning you will not
need to replace them as often.
continued on 60
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HP Summit Review
HP also monitors your printer
to make sure you have enough
ink when you need it. No more
running out at 11 PM when
your kid is trying to print
their homework for tomorrow.
Environmentally, it’s also
great because HP makes sure
to provide you with packaging to ship back the used cartridges, ensuring they don’t
wind up in landfills and that
they’re reused (and that they
don’t wind up being refilled
by someone else – yet another
advantage to HP).
Furthermore, the cost per
page for this program is really
competitive and often much
cheaper than comparable
laser products.
Ink in the office suddenly
accounts for 1/3 of HP inkjet
ink shipments (business ink
products launched in 2009).
Programs like this are ideal
for SOHO offices. While laser
is often preferred by businesses, ink offers a number of
tremendous advantages over
that technology; it’s greener as
it uses less energy, it’s quieter,
smaller carbon footprint, etc.
Personally, I would like to
see an approach like instant
ink brought to the laser products for SMB. Not for A3,
but I think HP could make it
work very nicely for their A4
products and achieve the same

benefits they’re seeing with
the ink program.
Moving on to the other end
of the spectrum to production
printing with the Indigo products; HP has had quite a busy
year with the launch of the
Indigo 10000. Indeed, things
are going great for HP in this
area as they now have over
80 of these presses installed
in 23 countries. HP has made
a lot of noise in packaging
and label printing.
75% of the press industry is
still analog and there’s a lot of
opportunity in this market. HP
clearly wants to go after packaging and education and they
will lead the charge with the
Indigo 10000. Indigo is on
fire at the moment with a
CAGR of 19% in Indigo
page growth since 2010.
How is HP doing in the
office? SVP Pradeep Jotwani
told us HP has now shipped
over 200,000,000 Laserjets
and is now #1 in MFP market
share in the world. That’s
pretty much all of what I
remember about the general
office from this meeting. In
fact, this was the one portion
of the Summit I thought was
pretty lacking. Other than
hearing a couple of key executives recognize that HP was
not number one in managed
print services, they didn’t

CRYSTAL TRADE
888-889-9598
&
For Your
Parts and Supplies!

have much to say about it. I
know that part of this is due
to how much HP had to talk
about in only a couple of
short days, but come on.
You’re HP and I’m a print
industry analyst. Help me
cover you.
They made a big announcement last year about MPS
with their OEM arrangement
with Sharp Electronics for A3.
I didn’t hear a single thing
about it, nor were any of the
rebadged Sharp MFPs at this
event. In fact, there was very
little printing hardware anywhere at this show. HP used
to set up sample offices at
these events so we could see
how HP could support a customer from top to bottom.
Computers, servers, printers,
displays (at the time) – everything in one place. I know
they want to focus on sexier
products and services but
200,000,000 million Laserjets
is a big deal. Let’s see them!
Talk about where you’ve
been, where you are and
where you’re going…you’re
HP, the biggest printer company on the block.
You know what would
make me feel good about
HP’s focus on MPS? Hearing
some details about it. What
big wins have you had?
How have these A3 products
helped? Are they even selling?
What’s the reaction from the
field been about these? And
how are you going to grab
that number one spot?
What’s going on with the
other Laserjets? How many
new models were introduced?

CSI
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any
Comp
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How many will come out
this year? I loved hearing
executives from Merck and
Courrier tell me how HP has
helped them in other nonLaserjet areas (production,
etc.). Let’s hear some similar
stories from the Laserjet
group. I just didn’t understand
why this group was almost
a non-entity at this event.
All in all it was an extremely information-filled event
from the 30,000 foot level.
I learned a lot about HP and
their commitment to the
Cloud and servers and big
data and the Enterprise. I did
hear and see some VERY
interesting things that I will
discuss in future articles but
I was pretty let down by the
lack of content targeted
towards the SMB customer.
The bottom line is, HP has
straightened the ship and they
are killing it at the high and
low ends of the print market.
Indigo is stronger than ever
and even though I personally
think home photo printing is
dying, HP seems to have figured out a way to really sink
hooks into customers with an
instant ink program they’ll
never want to leave – it’s just
so inexpensive and simple. HP
is still the biggest kid on the
block when it comes to this
stuff. The target on their back
isn’t going away but for the
most part, they are clearly
headed in the right direction. ✦
Andy Slawetsky is President
of Industry analysts, Inc. Visit
www.industryanalysts.com for
more information.
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www.partsdrop.com

27

Phone: 800-231-9966
Power-eCommerce.com

76

Copier / Print Manufacturer
Phone: 800-GO TOSHIBA
Contact Authorized Distributors
www.business.toshiba.com

Transform Global 2014
3

Phone: 800-965-1180
Fax: 775-850-2630
sales@PrinterEssentials.com
www.PrinterEssentials.com

72

global2014.photizogroup.com

Uninet

33

9

West Coast: 424-675-3300
East Coast: 631-590-1040
sales@uninetimaging.com
www.uninetimaging.com/enx

Value Image Products

10

Ross International

69

Buy and Sell Used Copiers
Phone: 800-240-7677 / 973-365-9900
Fax: 973-473-8800
purchase@ross-international.com
www.ross-international.com

RPT Toner

25

Phone: 1-877-894-8387
www.inkcycle.blog.com
www.linkedin.com/inkcycle
www.twitter.com/inkcycle

Toshiba

Phone: 1-888-826-2576
custsvc@q2products.com
www.Q2Products.com

Complete Office Equipment Repair
Service
Phone: 866-655-8676
Tech Support: 800-798-1814
www.nwrsinc.com

74-75

The Cartridge Experts
Phone: 866-817-8795
sales@SuppliesWholesalers.com
www.SuppliesWholesalers.com

Toner Cycle-Ink Cycle

Q2 Products

Phone: 800-875-2371
sales@mwaintel.com
www.mwaintelligence.com

Nation Wide Repair Service

Copier, Printer, Fax & Business
Machine Supplies
Phone: 800-729-8320
Fax: 800-829-0292
info@nuworldinc.com
www.nuworldinc.com

Printer Essentials

Toner Cartridge Remanufacturer
Phone: 800-673-4968 Headquaters
Phone: 800-418-4968 US-East Coast
www.mse.com

2

Supplies Wholesalers
14-18

Power eCommerce

Phone: 86- 756-2535246, 2535256
Fax: 86-756-2535769
market@mito.com.cn
http://www.mito.com.cn

Static Control
Phone: 919-774-3808 International
Phone: 800-488-2426 Toll Free
www.colorcontrol.info
www.scc-inc.com

Parts Drop

Phone: 847-599-9001
info@mwcopier.com
www.midwestcopier.com

Mito Color Imaging Co., Ltd.

31

13

59

Phone: 909-325-6077
sales@usvipinc.com
www.valueimageproducts.com

World Of Fax

4-5

65

Fax, Copiers & Laser Printer
Parts Specialist
Phone: 1-800-634-9329
1-866-FAX-PARTS
WorldOfFax.com

Phone: 888-778-8663
Fax: 630-694-9060
rpttoner.com

51

Seine Tech USA

57

The Worlds Leading Toner
Remanufacturer
Phone: 909-869-0730
Fax: 909-869-0736
sales@seinetecusa.com
www.seinetecusa.com
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Business Card Directory
Cartridge Warehouse
International, Inc.

Don’t Get Stung
By The Competition!

For All Your OEM, Compatible
& Remanufactured Supplies

ner.com
o
t
i
w
.c
www Ask about our

All Makes
& Models

12,000 Different SKU’s
Toners Inkjets Laserjets Drums MICR’s
Developers Ribbons Copy Cartridges Maintenance Kits
l

l

l

l

l

l

Contact Joe: sales@CWItoner.com
ph: 310-828-2225 l fx: 310-828-2262
2880 Colorado Blvd., Santa Monica CA 90404

Call
Now

“We want your empties.
So does everybody else.”
Others might talk a good game, but EOS delivers:
Contact us now. It really
✔ Speedy payment
does pay to work with us!
✔ Fast & accurate
inspections
✔ Best-in-the-business,
match-or-beat pricing

303-465-3134

Your global empties partner since 1996.

860
291-1900
www.eosusa.com

TRI RESOURCES INTERNATIONAL

YKC

We Buy & Sell Cell Phones | Empty Inkjet & Toner Cartridges | OEM Surplus | Laptops & IT Equipment

Used
Copier Sale
USA, North & South America Welcome

Canon, Konica, Toshiba,
Ricoh, Xerox, etc...

YKC, Inc.
One Broad Ave #8
Fairview, NJ 07022

C 2009 Asay Media Network

Hela Chang
helachang@gmail.com
Phone: 201-313-0055
Fax: 201-313-0077

www.golfgong.com

100% Guaranteed.
Canon Copier Toner
GPR-15 & GPR-16
l
l

IR 2230/2270/2830/3025/3225/3230
IR 3035/3045/3235/3245/3530/3570/4570

Kyocera/Mita Toner
l
l

KM 2530/3035/3530/4030/4035/5035/
3050/4050/5050/TASKalpha 420i/520i
FS 9100/9120/9500/9520/9130/9530

One Toner For All

One Toner For All

$23.75 Per Bottle--1220 Grams

$59 Per CTG--1900 Grams

Call 405-912-1700 or Email: culver-enterprises@swbell.net
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Business Card Directory
Fax, Copier &
Laser Printer Parts Specialist
(Live friendly assistance all day)

FREE PARTS RESEARCH FOR
CANON

NO PARTS #’s NEEDED TO ORDER
WE STOCK FUSER UNITS, FEED KITS, DRUM KITS,
CIRCUIT BOARDS & MANUALS
l
l
l

l
l
l

l

HARD DRIVES FOR ALL COPIERS IN STOCK. ALL BRANDS
NETWORK & SCANNER OPTIONS IN STOCK
FAX KIT OPTIONS FOR ADD ON TO ANY EXISTING COPIER
FUSER UNITS & CIRCUIT BOARDS. ALL MODELS IN STOCK
Order parts without parts #
Parts Ship Same Day
Free parts diagrams
CANON

Call Us For Free Parts Research
Dial: 1-800-634-9329 or 1-866-FAX-PART
Visit our websites at: WorldOfFax.com and CopierPartsStore.com

l

RZ990
RZ220
RZ390
RZ590

1700
3700
3750
3770

MZ790
***All Models***
***Available***

HQ7000
HQ9000

JP8000
JP8500
JP4500
JP3000

---------------------------------

Rebuilt Duplicators
Retail Ready
Full Tech Support
Full Parts Support

copiers
printers

SELLING
OEM PARTS & SUPPLIES

Duplo 460-H only 800k
2 Riso CR1610 -New in box
3 Riso HC 5500 -New in box

Call for HP Mono and Color
Laser Printer OEM Parts

CALL NOW!

www.Technoﬁx.com

Digital Duplicators
Risograph & Ricoh
Bought & Sold

l

TECHNOFIX
Oﬃce Products

Phone: 405-912-1700
Fax: 405-912-1900

email: culver-enterprises@swbell.net

SAME DAY
AND DROP
SHIPPING
AVAILABLE
l
l

scanners
fax

AUTHORIZED DEALER
& SERVICE CENTER FOR
&

Tel: 818. 545. 8888 Fax: 818. 545. 8890
e-mail: rmoradian@technoﬁx.com
1412 East Wilson Avenue - Glendale, CA 91206
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Classified Ads
Is the Cloud the Future

Call Us For Daily Specials!

1-888-376-7311
www.directpreciseimaging.com
COLOR I MICR I NICHE I

DPI The Leader In
New Development
& Niche Products
APRIL 2014 RELEASES
• Lexmark C-792 & X-792 20K Colors
• Samsung MLT-115
• Phaser 7800 Drum Unit

MPS

aNO MINIMUM ORDER
aMICR AVAILABLE
Made In
aBLIND DROP SHIPPING
The U.S.A.
aNEWEST RELEASES
Since 1994
aWE BUY EMPTIES
aRE-BUILD YOUR EMPTY PROGRAM SAVE!
All of DPI products are
manufactured 100% in the USA!

MARCH 2014 RELEASES
• Dell B2375 Monochrome and MICR
• Dell B3460 20k MICR or Dell B3465 20k MICR
• Okidata C530/MC561 High Capacity Colors

FEBRUARY 2014 RELEASES
•
•
•
•
•
•

Dell 2330/2350 9k/15k/18k Extended Yield
Dell 2330/2350 Extended Yield - MICR
Dell 3330 or 3333 18k Extended Yield
Dell 5230 36k Extended Yield MPS
Lexmark T-650 or X-651 36k Extended Yield MPS
IBM 1832 and 1850 36k Extended Yield MPS

JANUARY 2014 RELEASES
• Lexmark E-260 Extended Yield MPS (MICR or Monochrome)
• Xerox WC 5325/5330/5335 Drum unit

g!
ippin
rop Sh
D
d
n
i
l
B
Same Day &

Ask about our Free Shipping
offer & Empty Toner Cartridge
Buyback Program!

We Design it... We Develop it...
We Manufacture it...
"Tailored towards your needs".
Cut costs, streamline processes and print for less with
our Extended Yield Brand (Managed Print Services).
For further information and monthly specials, visit our website at
or call 888-376-7311

Managed IT Services Provider,
he led M&A and Acquisition
Integration. He then founded
a mid-market IT services firm
with two private equity raises.
At Xerox, Paul was V.P. of
Managed IT Services, serving
F500 customers worldwide.
Before that, at CompuCom,
he was V.P. of Enterprise IT
Operations Consulting for this
$2BB IT Solution Provider.
Paul Dippell is CEO of Service Paul is a highly rated speaker
Leadership, Inc. a leading
at IT, Telephony and Office
global consultancy to indeEquipment industry events
pendent IT solutions/services
worldwide. Service Leadercompanies and technology
ship, Inc. supports or operates
OEMs, and publisher of the
more than 50 C-level peer
Service Leadership Index®, the groups of independent techforemost technology solutions/ nology solutions/services
services company benchmark of company executives, making
both financial and operational it the largest provider of techperformance. Prior, at USBX
nology executive peer groups
Advisory Services, Paul founded worldwide. For more inforits technology M&A practice. At mation, please go to
All Covered, Inc., a large SMB www.service-leadership.com.

Note: Service Leadership
is the leading profitability
consultant to Managed IT and
cloud providers worldwide, and
is brought to you here in appreciation from GreatAmerica
Financial Services and its Master
MSP business unit, Collabrance.
For more information visit
www.Collabrance.com or
www.service-leadership.com ✦

www.directpreciseimaging.com

Empties For Sale

Advertise in ENX

Calendar

Post Your
Employment
Opportunities
FREE on the
ENX Website!

Industry Events & Trade Shows
Below is the Industry events updates with website info.
Visit enxmag.com/INDUSTRY_CALENDAR.htm for more info.

DocuWorld 2014

LabelExpo Americas 2014

May 7-9/Las Vegas, NV
www.docuware.com

Sept 9-11, 2014/Rosemont, IL
www.labelexpo-americas.com

BTA Mid-America Event

Imaging Supplies Coalition
(ISC) Conference

May 15-16/Chicago, IL
www.bta.org

Transform Global 2014

For more information visit

www.ENXMAG.com
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Sept 14-16, 2014/Las Vegas, NV
www.isc-inc.org

June 2-4/Louisville, KY
BTA East Event
www.conference.photizogroup.com Sept. 2014, Baltimore, MD
www.bta.org
CompTIA ChannelCon
Aug. 4-6/Phoenix, AZ
6th Receipt Printing,
www.comptia.org
Barcode Printing, POS

BTA West Event

Equip & Tech Expo

Aug. 7-8/Las Vegas, NV
www.bta.org

Sept. 25-27/Shanghai, China
www.chinashexpo.com
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Britt Horvat

Technical Tips

Xerox® 7328 Family
Fuser Modules
Part 1
Repairing and Rebuilding the Fusers for the WorkCentre® 7328,
7335, 7345 & 7346 series, and 7228, 7235 & 7245 series. Plus,
Revisiting the C32 & C2128 Versions of these Fusers

T

he 7328 family of machines is the final group of
models in the “C32 style”. Many of the machines
have shown up in the past couple of years in the
aftermarket from off-lease machines and such. The fuser
is a really good candidate for rebuilding. Good parts are
available, the procedure is not too difficult, and the fuser
count is easy to reset from the control console.
The C32 style included a few groups of models which
were released over a period of about a decade (spanning
from 2002 through 2012). The fusers in all of them are
very similar to one another and the newest group is no
exception. The fuser heat rollers and the pressure sleeves
are the same for all of the models. These parts were never
spared by the OEM except as part of the complete fuser
modules. Fortunately good compatible parts are available
nowadays, making rebuilding a profitable choice.

Here’s a list of the 4 versions of the fusers:
• C32 version: 008R12904 / 126K13940 (110 volts),
(008R12905 / 126K14890 for 220 volt version) For: C32/40,
(DocuColor) DC1632, C2240, C3535, & (WorkCentre) M24,
M32/40, Pro32/40
• C2128 version: 008R12933 (110 volts), (008R12934 for
220 volt version) For: (WorkCentre Pro or CopyCentre)
C2128, C2636, and C3545
• 7328 version: 008R13040 (110 volts), (008R13028 for 220
volt version) For: (WorkCentre) 7228, 7235, 7245, 7328,
7335, and 7345
• 7346 version: 008R13055 (110 volts), (008R13056 for 220
volt version) For: (WorkCentre) 7346 only

The DC1632 service manual gives an estimated yield of
100K pages for the fuser. History tells us this is not always
true and machines which run a lot of heavy papers don’t
even come close to that number. Other literature including

the service manuals for the other models neglect to give
a stated yield on the fusers.
Almost all of the fusers use the same pair of fuser heat
lamps. The only exception is the 7346 fuser which has a
double lamp (instead of a pair of separate lamps). For all
but the 7346, you’ll find a “Main Heat Lamp” which has
a red connector, and a “Sub Heat Lamp” which has a blue
connector at the rear end.
The only really significant changes have been in the way
the main connector is wired and in that the 7328/7335/7345
fusers have 3 pico-fuses on them, which allow a machine to
recognize when a new module is installed. The fuses were
absent from the predecessor models’ versions of the fusers.
The fuses are found on a tiny “CRUM Board” (CRUM =
Customer Replaceable Unit Monitor) inside the rear of the
fuser. It seemed at first that soldering on new fuses would
be necessary, but as it turns out you can reset the fuser
count from the control console. Installing fuses would only
be necessary if you needed the fuser to automatically reset
the fuser count for a customer in your absence, the way a
brand new fuser would. The model 7346 version is unique
because it has only one fuse on the CRUM board, a
blank spot, and an indexing resistor instead of 3 fuses.
Knowing the pin-out of the large main connector on
these fusers is helpful in checking the fuser lamp circuits
and the thermistors without needing to disassemble anything. You should have a low resistance path through either
of the two heat lamp circuits. If one lamp circuit measures
good and the other measures open, then you know that
lamp is bad. If both lamp circuits are measuring open, then
most likely the fuser overheated and the thermostat will
need to be replaced. Thermistors can be measured by setting the meter to 100K ohms, then if you warm up the face
of the thermistor with your fingers, you should see the
resistance start to drop.
continued on 68

Britt works for The Parts Drop, a company whose primary business is providing parts, supplies
and information for Xerox brand copiers, printers and fax machines. You can find more information,
including many of Britt’s past ENX articles on their website, (www.partsdrop.com) If you’d like to
read more about Xerox brand office equipment, there’s also a complete listing of past articles under
contributing writers on the ENX website (www.ENXMAG.com)
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Xerox 7328 Family Fuser Module
For C32 version and *C2128 version

Pin 1 = Main Heat Lamp (to red connector)
Pin 2 = blank
Pin 3 = Sub Heat Lamp (to blue connector)
Pin 4 = Front Thermistor (purple wire to white connector)
(*blank for C2128 version)
Pin 5 = blank (*for C2128 version: Front Thermistor - purple
wire to white connector)
Pin 6 = Front Thermistor (yellow wire to white connector)
Pin 7 = Rear Thermistor (purple wire to blue connector)
(*blank for C2128 version)
Pin 8 = blank (*for C2128 version:
Rear Thermistor - purple wire to
blue connector)
Pin 9 = Rear Thermistor (yellow
wire to blue connector)
Pin 10 = Ground Strap (green wire
Pin-out - Main Connector
to ground lug on the fuser frame)
(7328 shown)
Pin 11 = blank
Pin 12 = Return Wire for both heat lamps (black wire coming from thermostat)
For 7328 version and *7346 version

Pin 1 = Main Heat Lamp (to red connector)
Pin 2 = Fuse 3 (F3) (*OR Fuse 1 on 7346 only) on CRUM
board (yellow wire)
Pin 3 = Sub Heat Lamp (to blue connector)
Pin 4 = Front Thermistor (purple wire to white connector)
Pin 5 = Fuse 2 (F2) (*OR… goes to nothing on 7346 only)
on CRUM board (yellow wire)
Pin 6 = Front Thermistor (yellow wire to white connector)
Pin 7 = Rear Thermistor (purple wire to blue connector)
Pin 8 = Fuse 1 (F1) (*OR to Indexing Resistor on 7346 only)
on CRUM board (yellow wire)
Pin 9 = Rear Thermistor (yellow wire) goes to the blue connector
Pin 10 = Ground Strap (green wire to ground lug on the fuser
frame)
Pin 11 = Ground / return from CRUM board (gray wire)
Pin 12 = Return Wire for both heat lamps (black wire coming
from thermostat)
Measuring components (pin-outs):

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Main Fuser Heat Lamp (+ thermostat): pins 1 & 12
Sub Fuser Heat Lamp (+ thermostat): pins 3 & 12
Front Thermistor for C32, 7328, or 7346 versions: pins 4 & 6
Front Thermistor for C2128 version: pins 5 & 6
Rear Thermistor for C32, 7328 or 7346 versions: pins 7 & 9
Rear Thermistor for C2128 version: pins 8 & 9
**Fuse 1 (F1) on CRUM Board (blows at 50 prints) (7328
version only): pins 8 & 11
• **Fuse 2 (F2) on CRUM Board (blows at 50 days) (7328
version only): pins 5 & 11
• **Fuse 3 (F3) on CRUM Board (blows at end of life) (7328
version only): pins 3 & 11
**Note: The 7346 version’s CRUM board has only one fuse.
For 7346 only, the Fuser Reset Fuse (F1) can be measured at
pins 3 & 11. No continuity will be found at pins 5 & 11 and
68
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you’d be measuring the indexing resistor if you measure
between pins 8 & 11.

Following is the beginning of the instructions on how to
rebuild one of these fuser modules. The write-up will apply
to any of the 4 versions. This article ended up being rather
lengthy with all of the photos, so we will have to come back
next month for Part 2 to the procedure.

PHOTO 1: Orientation

PROCEDURE (see Photo #1 for orientation)
1. Remove the “Front End” cover which is held on by 2
screws. One of them is hiding behind the green pressure
tension relief lever (see photo #2).

PHOTO 2: Removing the Front End
Cover

PHOTO 3: Rear Wiring
(7346 shown)

2. Remove the “Rear End Cover”. This cover is also held
on by 2 screws. When you remove it, you’ll see there is
quite a bit of wiring squished in behind the cover. Take
a note of how it all fits in there. It will help you later
when you go to put this cover back on (see photo #3).
3. Remove the Exit Baffle from the top of the fuser, which
also has 2 screws (see photo #4).
4. Remove the Exit
PHOTO 4: Removing Baffles
Pinch-Roll Baffle
which is found near
the top of the fuser
and is held on by
2 screws (see
photo #4).
Ok folks! That is all we have time for this month. Next
month’s article will finish up the procedure, and we’ll also
have a look at how to reset the fuser counters from the control panel. There are several ways to do this, depending on
which model you’re working on. Have a wonderful May
and we’ll get together again in June. ✦
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Printer Tech Tip

TECH TIP

HP Laserjet Printers
Fuser Mode Adjustments for models
using FUTURESMART firmware
There are certain variables i.e. paper type/weight, toner
quality, print speed and fuser life that in certain combinations may require an adjustment to the fuser print mode
if the toner is not properly bonding to the paper.
The newer FUTURESMART printers will have this
option available to change in the following menus:
ADMINISTRATION > GENERAL SETTINGS > PRINT
QUALITY > ADJUST PAPER TYPES. From this point
select the paper type (usually plain) being used then select
PRINT MODE. From here you will have a list of modes
to choose from, generally, CARDSTOCK, HEAVY and
EXTRA HEAVY are the settings which will slightly
reduce the printer’s speed which allows for a longer fusing
process. You may then have to experiment with different
settings for best overall performance.
This Tech Tip is contributed by Laser Pros (www.laserpros.com).
Email any questions to marketing@laserpros.com.
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Technical Tips
SUBJECT:

Kyocera 5035 Jams

Q:

Machine was running well but
then I started getting some jamming at the registration area. Now it
jams almost every time at registration
whether it’s single or two sided, from
every tray. I’ve serviced the registration
clutch and feed clutch one. I also
checked the sensors for registration and
feed switch one from the ops panel and
they check out well. Any suggestions
on other possible things to look at?
Thanks in advance for your help.

A:

Try this part number: 2FG27160.
They are the pick-up/feed clutches and I replace them in pairs since they
are a pain to get to.

A:

If it is a similar registration sensor like the 4035 (photo reflector
type) I’ve seen them have enough paper
and toner dust on them to where not
enough light is reflected back to the
receiver side when a sheet of paper is
present on every copy/print. Just wiping
both sides clean has taken care of it
for me.

Q:

Thanks for the replies and the
suggestions. I replaced the photo
reflective sensor and the middle feed
assembly from another machine (a parts
machine). The machine began working
so one of the two sensors was most
likely the culprit, although they both
checked out through the ops panel
sensor testing. The machine has 1.8K
on it and this is the first sensor failure
to date. Thanks again.
SUBJECT:

Sharp AR-M207 Double Imaging
So, I am baffled, and this is my
third post concerning this issue.
I have been incredibly busy and have
been putting this one to the side for
more than 45 days now. I put a second
drum blade on this machine from hell.
It also has a rebuilt fuser unit. I stopped

Q:

a copy before it goes into the fuser and
the double imaging is coming from the
drum unit. What in the world else could
cause double imaging aside from the
drum cleaning blade and the upper
fuser roller?

A:
A:
A:
A:

The drum itself--put a new drum
on it.
I believe I said the same thing on
an earlier post. New drum.

Does the machine use neutralizing lamps, and if so, are they
coming on? How about the drum ground?

I have seen the transfer corona
cause double images on older
digital Sharps.

SUBJECT:

Toshiba LCF MP4004 Issue

Q:

This is regarding the large paper
source which attaches to the right
side of the copier, for those that might
be unaware, which I have on an ES855
that isn't working. When you walk up
to the copier, the icon on the panel is
there. If you select the MP4004 the
message "Add Paper" displays on the
panel. If you open the door to the feeder
the copier knows it, and if you move the
feeder away from the copier the copier
knows it. In other words, the copier
is aware the MP4004 is attached.
However, if you put paper in it and
close the door nothing happens. The
tray doesn't lift, no motors turn, nothing.
It just looks at you stupidly and says
"Add Paper." What's up with that?

A:

There is a sensor on the paper
tray that senses when the paper
tray is all the way down. I had one
where the arm on the sensor was bent
and it did the same thing. I think it’s in
the back on the rear frame.

Q:

Ah, I see what you mean. I'll be
going back to the account on
Monday and I'll check it out and post
what I find. I think you nailed it though.

Q:

Turns out a blob of white grease
was blocking the "Drawer Open"
sensor behind the rear cover. Thanks for
pointing me in the right direction!

SUBJECT:

Kyocera 1620 Weird Code
and Blank Copy

Q:

I went to the machine for a PM.
140K in 9 years--a longtime customer. They did not say the machine
was down and I don't think it was. But
at arrival, I had a code AO-210. There
is no such code for this machine but on
a 1635 it means "Main Board or Engine
Board." When I powered off and on, the
code went away and didn't come back.
Sometime during my mini-PM (nothing
changed, just cleaning) I got blank
copies and blank prints (maintenance
printout). So I turned the power off and
back on and all OK. I left an invoice
and snuck out of there without saying
a word and it's been two days and no
complaints. It’s a very cold day, like
10 degrees, so it would be nice to blame
it on weather, dry air, static, etc. Any
thoughts? If I don't hear from them,
I'll be happy but...

A:

If you check your temple, you
probably have a graze mark just
above the ear. This one will file with all
your other "Damned if I know what I
did" moments. If I added up the revenue
that has come from those calls, I'd
almost feel guilty...almost. Those "This
thing ate my lunch!" calls immediately
offset the guilt.

A:
A:

Hahaha. That was funny.
Anytime I can laugh on a
Monday it’s a plus.
I've seen an older CS 2550 do
this also, only when running a
maintenance report. Makes it tough to
get the info, as there are a lot of blanks
to fill in. I did a firmware update and it
has never happened again. ✦

Tips appearing in this section are reprinted courtesy of Smarka! The Copier Tech's Info Source. Tips are randomly selected from submissions
emailed to Smarka! Smarka! and ENX Magazine make no guarantees as to the accuracy of tips presented here. Email your tips to
Tips@smarka.com. All tips become public domain.
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Authorized Parts Distributor
New OEM Parts
Fuser Exchange
Printhead Exchange
Tech Support

Fusers purchase or exchange
M/A Kits purchase or exchange

Transfer Belt Assemblies
Printhead Exchange

ROYAL

®

Parts - Supplies - Circuit Board Repair
Keyboard Rebuild - Machine Refurbish

Electronic Business Machines

1408 Versailles RD.
Lexington, KY 40504
Ph. 800.832.6522
Fax 859.281.6328
www.ebmky.com

The PRODUCTS you want, the SERVICE you deserve!
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